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Definitions Used

v

Enrolment-rate
This is defined as the ratio of the number of lottery winners  for a particular year to the final 
admissions that took place that year. 

Locality 
Locality is defined as the largest sub-location in a Vidhan Sabha as selected by the applicant while 
filling an online form for an RTE Section 12(1)(c) seat. 

Entry-level  
Class 1, Nursery and Kindergarten(KG) are defined as Entry Level classes for the RTE 25% provision. 

Lottery-dropouts 
The children who did not get enrolled to the school allotted after winning the lottery for an RTE 
Section 12(1)(c) seat. 

School-dropouts 
The children who were enrolled in a school under the provision of RTE Section 12(1)(c) but moved out 
of the respective school within six months of joining. 

Risk-percentile 
Risk percentile is defined as the percentage of localities one particular locality is behind in terms of 
effective RTE Section 12(1)(c) implementation. 

RTE 25% Provision 
This is a term used synonymously to the provision of Right to Education Section 12(1)(c). 

School-rating 
School Rating is defined as the score chosen by the parent as a reflection of their liking of the school in 
which their child is being educated.  The school rating scale has been taken from 0 to 100 as it 
provides the surveyee with a wider range of opinion about a school. 



Section 12 (1) (c) of the Right to Education Act, 2009 mandates inclusive classrooms by reserving 25% 
seats in entry level classes in private unaided schools for children from socio-economically 
disadvantaged families. The provision was upheld by the Hon'ble Supreme Court of India in 2012. 
Since then the primary metrics used to measure the efficacy of this provision have been the application 
rate, school participation rate and enrolment rate. In Delhi, the provision has witnessed high social 
desirability with the number of applications far exceeding the number of available seats. It is therefore 
now the right time to move beyond measuring its implementation in terms of the metrics used so far 
and initiate a discussion to measure its efficacy vis-a-vis the spirit of the law which is to create 
inclusive classrooms. This requires us to quantify the social distribution of classrooms on account of 
this law to more minute levels. In addition, it is also important to quantify the retention of children in 
schools to assess whether the provision is well and truly resulting in according every child her/his 
Right to Education and is not restricted to be just a  ‘Right to Admission’.  

To address these issues, the Delhi Commission for Protection of Child Rights (DCPCR), Government of 
NCT of Delhi commissioned a research with Indus Action which is a not-for-profit policy 
implementation do-tank working exclusively on the implementation of this provision in 11 States 
across the country. This research was commissioned to determine the current status of 
implementation of the Right to Education Section 12 (1) (c) in the National Capital Territory of Delhi. 
The research was primarily focused on answering four key questions which highlight this policy’s 
implementation in a highly granular manner.  

Question 1: Exclusion and Inclusion Statistics in micro-targeting

The analysis of data based on the context of the first question has revealed that despite having a 
plethora of school choices, an average parent only chose the most popular schools. This led to a 
majority of the applicants contesting for the fixed pool of seats which did not include seats from less-
known schools which implies that even though a considerable number of seats were left vacant, some 
children were not allotted any school as these seats were not in the school of choice of the beneficiary 
families. Non-eligibility due to the rising average annual income of the applicants in Delhi has also been 
a pressing concern as people with even marginally higher incomes than the stipulated upper limit of 
INR 1 Lakh face issues in successfully filing an application as brought out by the grievances filed by 
parents to the Directorate of Education. It was thereby recommended to increase the upper income 
limit of the EWS category which will make the entire provision of RTE Section 12(1) (c) more inclusive 
of the economic growth in Delhi. Gender distributions as well as analysis of the number of application 
and admissions from different localities was also done. In Delhi, for every 10 applications by a boy 
child, only 7 applications by a girl child were made. There is also a clear skew in the locality wise 
distribution of applicants and lottery winners. The variation in these results clearly highlights the 
inequality in filling out applications for the scheme. It was also observed that families eligible for the 
provision in Delhi are aware to the point that a majority (80%) of these families only apply to a fraction 
(40%) of the total schools available. This is a positive sign when it comes to the implementation of the 
policy as the beneficiaries are aware which schools provide a relatively better quality of education. 

Executive Summary
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Question 2: Tracking of post admission effects

In order to answer this question, primary research was conducted by telephonically interviewing 

parents (lottery winners) about whether their child was still studying in the school allotted to her/him 

two years ago. It was found that retention rate was at a healthy 91% of the sample in 2016-17 but 

dropped to around 83% in 2017-18. It is to be noted that the sample of parents called upon was not a 

reflection of the universal pool of applicants as contact details of parents for the phone survey could 

not be released by DoE. It was recommended that the relevant authorities take resolute action to curb 

the rising number of schools which demand a fee for books and uniforms from the parents of children 

from socio-economically disadvantaged backgrounds. As per this research, this is one of the most 

prevalent reason for 11.5% of the children surveyed to change/dropout of the school which they got 

admitted to under the RTE 25% provision. 

Question 3: Sustainable Access to Grievance Redressal mechanisms

Research based on the context of the third question surfaced that the first and foremost issue that 

clearly stood out was the lack of knowledge amongst the applicants that such a grievance redressal 

system (online) exists in Delhi. The online portal was only established in 2016 and as of April 2018 had 

a mere 2200 grievances related to RTE Section 12(1) (c) admissions, despite the fact that every year 

thousands of seats are left vacant and schools show non-compliance. The grievances were segmented 

into broad categories which form the basis for all types of issues faced by the parents. It was found out 

that books and uniforms as well as distance to commute to the school accounted for almost 25% of all 

the grievances reported. Case studies were done on schools to determine the social inclusion practices 

they follow. Recommendations have been made for other schools to follow these social inclusion best 

practices in classrooms. 41% of the grievances were based on the fact that families are denied 

admission because they earn only marginally more than INR 1 Lakh and are therefore not eligible for 

EWS quota. This reinforces the findings from question 1 which also suggest that a revision in the 

criteria for eligibility of EWS quota needs to be done. It was also recommended that centralized and 

decentralized grievance reporting and redressal mechanisms be created to ensure accessibility of such 

systems to beneficiary families for both the online and offline application process, thereby ensuring a 

swift and efficient grievance redressal process for these families. 

Question 4: What and How of Socially Inclusive Schools

The fourth question focussed on social inclusion mechanisms, providing recommendations for steps to 

create inclusive schools through primary and secondary research. Right to Education Section 12 (1) (c) 

has much more to it than just enabling a socio-economically disadvantaged child to attain quality 

education, it is about bridging the fundamental gap in the mind-set of the society that two children 

from different hierarchical socio-economic backgrounds can be friends and learn together. There are 

many highly motivated teachers and schools which  wholeheartedly work on social inclusion in 

classrooms yet lack tools specifically designed that can be employed to inculcate a sense of 

belongingness and inclusion in classrooms. This report is a means of providing that tool to educators 

and talks about the different practices like bilingual teaching and creating safe environments for 

communication and learning. It also mentions how children with visual impairments can be made to 

feel loved and respected in a classroom and not considered any different from the rest of the group 

through peer support and adapting teaching styles to the need of the child. A wide range of tools have 

been elucidated in this report which will be paramount in bringing social inclusivity to each and every 

classroom in Delhi. Cultivating an ethos of respect, engaging parents and collaborative learning are 

some of the ways a school can be socially inclusive. 
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“Education is not a preparation for life, education is life itself”
- John Dewey

The Right to Education Act, 2009

The Right to education is a fundamental human right, entitled to every individual, irrespective of race, 
gender, ethnic or social origin, religion or political preference, age or disability. The United Nations' 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), adopted in 1948 in Article 26 explicitly states that 
"Everyone has the right to education. Education shall be free, at least in the elementary and fundamental
stages. Elementary education shall be compulsory. Technical and professional education shall be made
generally available and higher education shall be equally accessible to all on the basis of merit".

The Constituent Assembly of India debated at length the recommendation of the sub-committee on 
Fundamental Rights to place free and compulsory education in the list of Fundamental Rights. The 
Assembly agreed that India did not have the requisite financial wherewithal yet to list education as a 
Fundamental Right and instead included it in the Directive Principles of State Policy which stated that 
“The state shall endeavour to provide free and compulsory education for all children until they complete
the age of fourteen years within ten years of the promulgation of the constitution”. Over the years several
commissions including the Kothari Commission in 1966 and the 15th Law Commission in 1998 
recommended measures to ensure the goal of free compulsory primary education for all children in 
India. In 1991, the Supreme Court of India in Mohini Jain v State of Karnataka and others interpreted a
right to education as a necessary condition for fulfillment of the Right to Life under Article 21 of the 
Indian Constitution. This culminated in the 86th Amendment to the Constitution which made free and 
compulsory education a Fundamental Right, thus paving the way for the Right to Education (RTE) Act, 
2009. Since then, RTE has been instrumental in driving near universal enrollments in primary classes. 

The RTE 25% Admissions Policy

Along with the No Detention Policy, the most contentious provision of the RTE Act has been Section 12 
(1) (c) also referred to as RTE 25% admissions.  The provision mandates access to quality education by
setting aside a minimum of 25% seats in entry level classes in private unaided schools for children from
socio-economically disadvantaged families. The children, once admitted to an entry level class are
eligible to avail the benefits of the provision till the completion of elementary education. Each year,
close to 22 lakh seats open up under this provision and with a national fill rate of less than 20%, more
than 17 lakh seats go vacant each year2. This is the only provision in the RTE Act which envisages
inclusive classrooms and also gives beneficiary parents the right to school choice. India has deeply
segregated classrooms with children from well off families going to high income and middle income
schools while children from socio-economically disadvantaged families having to choose public schools.
This provision enables parents to send their wards to the school of their choice irrespective of their
socio-economic status. The conceptualisation and evolution of the idea of setting aside a fixed
percentage of seats in private unaided schools followed a very interesting trajectory.

The first opposition to the idea was that institutions which do not receive any aid from the government 
are not obliged to provide non-discriminatory access to education to all citizens.  In Mohini Jain Vs State
of Karnataka and Others, the Hon’ble Supreme Court held that  ‘private educational institutions act as
agents of the State in carrying out the latter’s duty to fulfil the right to education. Private schools 
therefore have duties alongside the government in delivering educational services in accordance with 
constitutional rights’1. 

Introduction

1. http://www.right-to-education.org/sites/right-to-education.org/files/resource-
attachments/India%20Supreme%20Court%2C%20Jain%20v%20Karnataka%2C%201992.pdf
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The apex court stated that “The right to life under Article 21 and the dignity of an individual cannot be
assured unless it is accompanied by the right to education. The State Government is under an obligation to
make endeavour to provide educational facilities at all levels to its citizens. Charging capitation fee in
consideration of admission to educational institutions, is a patent denial of a citizen's right to education
under the Constitution. Capitation fee is nothing but a price for selling education. The concept of 'teaching
shops' is contrary to the constitutional scheme and is wholly abhorrent to the Indian culture and heritage”

One of the very first proponents of setting aside seats in private unaided institutions for children from 
weaker sections was the Fifteenth Law Commission, headed by Justice B.P Jeevan Reddy.  In its 165th 
report submitted in 1998 , it stated “The Department of" Education may perhaps be right in saying that
as of today the private educational institutions which are not in receipt of any grant or aid from the State,
cannot be placed under an obligation to impart free education to all the students admitted into their
institutions. However, applying the rationle of the Unnikrishnan case, it is perfectly legitimate for the State
or the affiliating Board, as the case may be, to require the institution to admit and impart free education
to fifty per cent of the students as a condition for affiliation or for permitting their students to appear for
the Government/Board examination” It is worth noting that the law commission recommended a
reservation of 50% as opposed to the 25% that is mandated by the RTE Act.  Even after the Act made 
the provision of setting aside 25% seats in private unaided schools for children from socio-
economically disadvantaged families, the provision was challenged in the Supreme Court of India. In 
2012, the Supreme Court affirmed the validity of the provision. In 2015, the T.S.R Subramanian 
Committee for Evolution of the New Education Policy formed by the Ministry of Human Resource 
Development strongly backed the provision specifically stating its high national social acceptance. In its 
recommendations it stated that, “the Committee feels that Clause 12(1)(c) Right of Children to Free and
Compulsory Education is designed to conform to the spirit of a common curriculum and a common school
system. It can assist in furthering a significant social objective. The operational problems and
administrative issues need to be clarified to provide enough flexibility to states to implement the legal
provisions in a smooth manner. The Committee does not recommend review of this provision”. Thus, as a
nation, we have moved far ahead of the debate on the validity and need for this provision. 

In Delhi, there has been a significant change in the way this policy has been implemented, one of the 
major changes has been the introduction of the online application portal in January 2016 for the 
academic year 2016-17 which brought significant ease of access for the beneficiaries. One amongst the 
many results of the shift to a digital medium of applications was that the total number of seats have 
seen an increase of 16% in the total number of available RTE seats in 2013-14 to 2016-172. However 
the Enrolment Rates over the last 4 years have been in the range of around 50%. With over 2600 
private unaided schools in Delhi, half the total seats every year are left vacant3. This is in contradiction 
to the fact that every year there have been as many as 2.5 to 3 times the number of applicants for the 
total seats, last year there were over 1.3 Lakh applicants for the 43 Thousand available RTE 25% seats4. 
This implies that the awareness of this provision seems to have spread to a great extent. Eligible 
families are being proactive in accessing fundamental rights for their child. However, the glaring 
question of poor Enrolment Rates is needed to be explored further. Efficient grievance redressal 
mechanisms, ensuring quality education in schools and reassuring parents about the benefits of this 
scheme go hand in hand for implementing this provision in an efficient manner in Delhi. The need of the 
hour is not to spread awareness of the provision but to implement it in the spirit it was meant to be. 
That spirit being that the socio-economically disadvantaged will be provided quality education for no 
charge, that there may be no inequality amongst future citizens. The objective of the report is to surface 
evidence related to implementation of this policy, to thereby motivate concerned stakeholders to act 
towards realizing the full spirit of social inclusion in our schools. 

This report moves sequentially from highlighting the qualitative performance by identifying trends in 
applications, allotments, admissions and rejections based on geography, social distribution and gender 
over the last two years. 

2. Calculated over U-DISE data from 2013-14 to 2016-17
3. As per DoE data
4. https://edudel.nic.in
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In order to determine the degree of success of Right to Education Section 12(1)(c) in Delhi this report 
includes the status of a sample of children admitted under this provision over the last two years in the 
form of retention and school dropout rate. With several thousand applicants every year in Delhi, it was 
imperative to analyse the specific grievances faced by the people of Delhi with respect to this 
provision and provide recommendations to the Government of Delhi to address the same. Finally, the 
fundamental idea on the basis of which this policy was drafted and legislated to be a fundamental 
right has been social inclusion. This report represents various tools and mechanisms for developing 
practices of social inclusion and creating inclusive classrooms. Recommendations in this report are 
based on an amalgamation of quantitative and qualitative analysis and research specifically for the 
National Capital Region of Delhi and its people. 

x



Over the years, the discussions around the implementation of the provision have revolved around the 

number of admissions and the process related factors that impede access to admissions to the 

beneficiary families. There is now a need to conduct a deeper analysis of the data sets available so as to 

make informed policy changes which lead to the implementation of the provision in both in its letter 

and spirit. In this light, the following section details out the questions that have been researched in the 

context of Delhi and explains the need for conducting this research. 

Question 1: Exclusion and Inclusion statistics in micro-targeting

“Finding the distribution of applied and admitted families under RTE Section 12 (1) (c) across all private 

unaided schools in Delhi from 2015 to 2017 by taking into consideration access factors like social identity 

and geography to provide policy insights as well as identifying specific zones where there is high

compliance/non -compliance of schools to the RTE Section 12 (1) (c)”

In order to understand the quantitative progress of the implementation of this policy in Delhi over the 

last two years, it is imperative to highlight basic parameters like Enrolment Rates by the different 

socio-economic categories and geography in Delhi. Identifying locations which have a high number of 

applicants but low allotments and correlating these findings to the above mentioned access factors will 

help in determining localities and eligible socio-economic classes which face the most issues while 

accessing the RTE 25% provision. Based on these insights, recommendations could be made to spread 

further awareness of grievance redressal mechanisms or for necessary course correction for non-

compliant schools in targeted localities and socio-economic classes which would make the most impact 

in a short period of time and in the longer timeframe act as an example of efficient policy 

implementation in Delhi despite the broad spectra of hurdles. 

Question 2: Tracking of post admission effects

“Determining the retention rates of children admitted under RTE Section 12 (1) (c) across schools in Delhi 

from 2015 to 2017, by analyzing  longitudinal data for retention factors like school-readiness, parent and 

school motivations and capacities to provide concrete recommendations as well as analysing  factors 

which lead to dropouts.”

For every child, the responsibility of the Government for the implementation of this policy does not 

conclude merely when he or she (or as preferred by the child) gets admitted to a private unaided 

school. It is important to determine whether the children getting admitted every year continue to study 

in the same school allotted under the RTE 25% provision or not. Thereby, it is imperative to identify 

the most prevalent reasons because of which the students drop-out or the factors due to which they 

stay in the same school and to survey the degree of social inclusivity in schools and classrooms and to 

what extent does it play a role in the retention or dropping out of a child. This question is aimed at 

highlighting such parameters and determine the efficacy of this policy post the admission process in 

Delhi. 

Need for this research
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Question 3: Sustainable Access to Grievance Redressal mechanisms

“Categorising data collected from grievance redressal systems and categorically classifying them,

followed by benchmarking  the redressal processes initiated for similar grievances across different states

which turned out to be highly effective and successful. Thereby, address issues like reimbursement,

barriers while submitting EWS/DG certificates etc.”

With over 1 Lakh applications every year for the last two years, there are a significant number of 

grievances received by the DoE in Delhi. Hence an analysis of the kind of grievances raised by the 

beneficiary families and the appropriate measures adopted by the DoE to address these grievances 

was required to identify the most common issues faced by a large number of potential beneficiaries 

and providing recommendations to the government to address these issues in a targeted and effective 

manner.  

It was imperative to understand the current means of implementation of RTE Section 12(1)(c) 

employed by the MCDs, based on which specific recommendations for improving grievance redressal 

systems of the MCD could be made.  

Question 4: What and How of Socially Inclusive Schools 

The ideology on the basis of which the National Policy of Education was formed and its evolution into a 
legislated fundamental right of the citizens of India is social inclusion, therefore it is imperative to 
identify schools in Delhi which are flag bearers of inculcating social integration practices in classrooms 
and teaching methodologies, thereby standing true to the core spirit of the policy. This question also 
addresses the issue of not having a formal tool or handbook for schools and teachers in Delhi to follow 
in order to achieve inclusivity of children from different socio-economic backgrounds in and outside of 
classrooms by providing a wide array of different ways to be socially inclusive.

“Employing the means of primary & secondary research done on the collective dataset of parents   and 
educators and providing recommendation of steps for sensitizing schools towards the needs of  parents  
and their general interactions with parents and children and establish social inclusivity in classrooms.” 
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Primary and Secondary methods were employed for the purposes of this research. Primary research 
involved surveys with the parents, the children and school authorities to determine factors like school 
readiness, parent and school motivations. These factors together composed the main Key Performance 
Indicators (KPIs) of the implementation of RTE 12(1)(c) in Delhi and were critical in funneling and 
consequently recommending changes and modifications for optimal implementation. The questionnaire 
used in the primary analysis can be found in Annexure 1. 

Secondary research consisted of analysing admissions data from DoE and MCDs for access factors like 
social identity, geography and grievance redressal mechanisms to provide policy insights. The data sets 
that were sought from the Directorate and Municipal Corporations and the status of its receipt are listed 
in Table 5  (Annexure 2). 

SOURCING AND COLLECTION OF DATA

For the purpose of secondary research, we sourced admissions data from DoE for the 2016-17 and 
2017-18 admission cycles to collect performance verticals like social identity and geography, which 
required us to have an endorsement letter from the DCPCR. The authors also made use of Indus Action's 
extensive database which has been collected and maintained since 2015 and consists of the admitted/
applied and non-admitted category of children and their families who have taken Indus Action’s support 
since 2015.  

It must be pointed out that the several of the data sets requested. especially from the Municipal 
Corporations were not made available. These data sets, should they have been made available, would have 
made the sample much more representative and statistically strong, as well as would have assisted in 
understanding the relative performance of different authorities in charge of education in Delhi. Such a 
comparison would have helped the implementing authorities to tap in to the best practices specifically in 
the context of Delhi. It would also not be incorrect to state that the lack of online systems of admission in 
the Municipal Corporations meant that relevant data was not readily available or perhaps not available at 
all. 

DATA MANAGEMENT

Database management systems like MySQL and SPSS were employed for the research. Data was 
segregated, updated and organised into different categories of admitted/non-admitted or 
applied/rejected. The system was also highly adaptive to incorporate new data fields and manage them 
effectively. 

DATA ANALYSIS STRATEGIES

For the grievance database and parent motivation survey, semantic differential scales were used to gather 
data and interpret based on the connotative meaning of the respondent’s answer.  For school 
participation data analysis, dichotomous scales were used to simplify their participation or non-
participation. The collected data was then segmented by category which enabled obtaining robust 
numbers answering the objective of determining high and low compliance zones in Delhi. For the cleaning 
process of the data used for answering question 4 of the research, blank and inconsequential entries from 
the telephonic 

Research Design & Methodology
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interviews were removed. Risk percentiles were calculated based on ranking localities on the basis of 
the number of average applications from that locality, the percentage allotments and percentage 
admissions out of the total applications from the said locality. The higher the percentile, the poorer  the 
implementation of RTE Section 12(1)(c) in the locality.  

LIMITATIONS AND CAVEATS

Self Selection Bias 

Despite the best of efforts of the research commissioning authority, the contact details pertaining to the 
beneficiary families were not made available by the implementing authorities. The survey therefore, was 
conducted with families in the researching organisation’s ( IA) internal data sets, having at least one 
child who won the lottery under the provision of RTE Section 12(1)(c). This brings in the element of self-
selection bias into the research as the said parents themselves got in touch with IA to support them 
through the application process. 

Unavailability of data 

1. From the MCDs

SDMC did not provide any data in the context of the report, NDMC only provided data from 5 
out of its 6 zones namely Civil Lines, Karol Bagh, Keshav Puram, Narela and Rohini, with no 
data from City SP zone. EDMC provided data from its Shahdara North for the 2016-17 and 
2017-18 admissions cycles, however data from the Shahdara  South zone was only provided for 
the 2017-18 admissions cycle. Consequently, the level of analysis done on the schools under 
the purview of MCD was not as rigorous and extensive as it has been for the schools under the 
DoE.  

On the available data from the MCD we were only able to find the enrolment rates and school 
compliance rates. The data received was not geographically granular which means that 
relevant details like ward numbers and locations of schools were not available for the entire 
data set, and the geographic analysis of the data was inconsistent. As a result the said analysis  
was not included in this research. 

2. From the DoE

The data provided by the DoE consisted of 1070 schools in 2017-18 and 1068 schools in 2016-17 
which were registered with DoE, and did not consist of data from schools(around 
700)which adhere to an offline system of applications was it was not available with the DoE.
This report, therefore, does not include the analysis of these aforementioned schools which
admit children through an offline process. It is important to note that there are close to 1700
schools in Delhi registered under the DoE. However, with the available data geographic analysis
in terms of areas with high application rates but low allotments and admissions as well as low
applications with high allotment rates was performed. on each of the following parameters :

a) Number of applicants in the area
b) Average number of allotments and
c) Average number of admissions
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These parameters were ranked in descending order for every location and weighted(weights are 
described in the analysis) to determine a risk percentile. Higher percentiles indicate a higher 
degree of inequality in accessing the RTE 25% provision. 

Equal weights were assigned to parameters (b) and (c) with a 20% weightage to parameter (a) as 
the correlation of parameters (a) with (b) and (c) together was close to 0.  

Other important points to note

In research question 2 (tracking of post admission effects), there are certain graphs where the 
total aggregate percentage is over 100%, for example: the visualization of factors that parents 
like about their child’s school. This is because parents liked multiple aspects of the school. 

Apart from this, the Enrolment Rates mentioned here in the report are only from the data of the 
1070 schools as provided by the DoE. The overall Enrolment Rates of all private unaided schools 
under DoEs jurisdiction maybe different.  

xv
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“Finding the distribution of applied and admitted families under RTE Section 12(1)(c) across all private 
unaided schools in Delhi since 2015-2017 by taking into consideration access factors like social identity and 

geography to provide policy insights as well as identifying specific zones where there is high compliance/
non-compliance of schools to the RTE Section 12(1)(c)”

A1. Analysis of the Applications filed for the session 2017-18 based on Social, Gender and Age distribution.

For the year 2017-18 a total of 1,13,991 applications were analysed for understanding the social 

distribution along the lines of category and gender. Furthermore, standard-wise distribution of 

applications was also calculated. A deeper analysis of the distribution of application within subcategories 

of disadvantaged category like SC, ST, CWSN etc. was also sought to be done, the results for which are 

presented later in the report. 

Figure Set 1 

EWS 
(75,360)

66%

DG
(38,631)

34%

Social Class Distribution of 
Applications Filed (1,13,991)

EWS DG

Female
(48,997)

43%
Male

(64,841)
57%

Transgend
er(153)

0.1%

Gender distribution of applications

Female Male Transgender

Class 1
(30,478 )

27%

KG
(22,908 )

20%

Nursery
(60,605 )

53%

Entry Level Class distribution

Class 1 KG Nursery

A. First Research Question: Inclusion and Exclusion  statistics in  micro targeting

 Implications of the above charts: 

• Number of EWS applicants was almost double the number of DG applicants
• Nursery was the most preferred entry level
• Gender distribution remained skewed to almost 60 males to 40 females
• Transgender applicants were 153 in number
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The tables consist of the distribution of applications filed by Social Class, Gender and School Entry level class

Visualisation 1 Visualisation 2 
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Entry level class
Category Gender I KG Nursery Total 

EWS

Female 8225 6136 18004 32365 

Male 11238 8358 23303 42899 

Transgender 17 23 56 96 

Total in EWS 19480 14517 41363 75360

Entry level class
Category Gender I KG Nursery Total 

DG 

Female 4540 3616 8476 16632 

Male 6437 4763 10742 21942 

Transgender 21 12 24 57 

Total in DG 10998 8391 19242 38631

Implications from visualization 1 

• 𝐴𝑝𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑓𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑦 1000 𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠

 from  𝐷𝐺 = 758 

• 𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑓𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑦 1000 𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠

𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝐸𝑊𝑆 = 754 
• There were approximately double the number of
Transgender applicants from EWS than were in DG
group.

Implications from visualization 2 

•

•

For every 20 applications under the DG quota, 6
were for Class 1, 4 for KG and 10  for Nursery.
For every 20 applications under the EWS quota,
5 were for Class 1, 4 for KG and 11 for Nursery.

• Applications for each of the two social categories
are almost equally distributed over the three
classes.

The number of applications in Nursery is more than the number of applications in standard I. This is in 
sharp contrast to the trend in other high awareness cities(number of applications more than twice the 
number of seats) in India like Pune where more than 75% of the applications received were for Standard I

In 2014, vide a notification the Delhi government included transgenders in the disadvantaged category. The Health 
department was assigned the responsibility of issuing the required certification. Even though there are no recent 
credible estimates of the number of transgender children in Delhi, 96 applications is  a low number of applications. 
However, as per the 2011 census5, the total transgender children in Delhi stands at 311. As per this census, the 
child(0-6 yrs) sex ratio is 871 girls for 1000 boys as compared to the average of 756 girls for 1000 boys from socio-
economically disadvantaged backgrounds who filed an application under the RTE 25% provision. 
5. https://www.census2011.co.in/transgender.php
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Visualisation 3

Implications from visualization 3 

Table 1 : Gender Ratio in each of the three entry level classes across all social categories [EWS and DG]

Entry Level % Male % Female % Transgender
Class 1 57.99 41.88 0.12
KG 57.27 42.57 0.15

Nursery 56.17 43.69 0.13

Visualisation 4
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The male to female ratio is roughly the same throughout all the entry level classes, so is the percentage 
of transgender children submitting applications. It would be very interesting to analyse if this constant 
ratio is maintained for enrolments and retention. If not, it makes a strong case for reserving 50% of 
lottery seats for girl children as is the case in Uttarakhand as well. This will be a step towards 
institutionalising additional measures to ensure the retention of girl children in the classrooms. 
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Figure Set 2 
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Implications from visualization 4 

• Despite the age limit of 3 to 6 years for being an eligible applicant in Delhi implying an age range of 3
years, the total applications filed are lying around the age range of upto 7 years. Out of all the
applicants to class 1, there are 58 applicants who were over 10 years old, 1564 applicants who were
8 years old and 574 applicants who were aged 8 to 10 years old. This forms about 7.2% of the total
applications to class 1.

• There were 307 applicants to Nursery class who were 8 to 9 years old. Hence exceeding the age limit  for
any entry class

• Out of the 30,478 applicants for class 1, 63% of the applicants were 5 to 6 years old, 24% were 6 to 7 years
old and 13%were 4 to 5  years old

• Out of the 22,908 applicants for KG, 76% were 4 to 5 years old, 13% in were 3 to 4 years old and 11% were
5 to 6 years old.

• Out of the 60,605 applicants for Nursery, 81% were 3 to 4 years old and 19% were 4 to 5 years old
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A2. Analysis of the Applications filed for the session 2016-17 based on Social, Gender and Age distribution.

Figure Set 3 
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Implications from figure set 3

• Three quarters of the total applications filed were from the EWS category and one
fourth from the Disadvantaged group

• Almost 50% of all applicants applied to Nursery class
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The tables consist of the distribution of applications filed by Social Class, Gender and School Entry level 
class 

Entry level class

Category Gender I KG Nursery Total 

DG 

Female 1862 2434 3838 8134 

Male 2584 3224 4908 10716 

Transgender 10 6 11 27 

Total in DG 4456 5664 8757 18877

Visualisation 5 
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Entry level class 

Category Gender I KG Nursery Total

EWS
Female 4758 6482 11624 22864 

Male 6557 8724 15957 31238 

Transgender 19 22 39 80 

Total in DG 11334 15228 27620 54182

46% of the total applicants from DG category applied to Nusery, 30% applied to KG and 24% applied to 

Class .  A similar trend was observed in the pool of EWS applicants where 50% of the applications were 

for Nursery, 28% to KG and 22% to Class 1. A potential implication of this is that seats that the 

distribution of applying children based on entry level had no correlation to their specific socio-economic 

background 

• There were only 32 applicants in the age range of 8 to 10 years who applied to class 1 in 2016 as 
compared to 2138 applicants who were aged 8 to 10 years and applied to class 1 in 2017. The 
plausible reason for the this sharp rise was the High court Order in 2017 which uplifted the upper 
age limit for EWS admissions to class 1

• There was 1 applicant who was 14 years old, 1 who was 12 years old and 3 applicants who were 8 

years old respectively and applied to KG in 2016

Important implications from 2016 data 
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A3. Geographical distribution and analysis of schools to which Students have applied in 2017 and 2016:

 

1070 1068

2016-17 2017-18

Total Participating Schools(Online)

Total Participating Schools

For the 2017-18 Session, there were 1068 schools which 
participated online and  a total of 1,13,991 applicants.

1. Out of which 80% of the school choices were made to 40%
(432 out of 1068) of the schools

2. The maps below depict how the 432 schools are clustered
in  Delhi.

3. The cluster map shows that the applicants are spread across

majorly over the following assembly constituency clusters:

4. Chhhatarpur , Mehrauli , Bijwasan, Malviya Nagar (53
Schools, 79,500 Applications)

5. Trilokpuri, Patparganj, Kondli, Shahdara, Gandhi Nagar,
Krishna Nagar, Timarpur (118 Schools, 1,88,000
Applications)

6. Mundka, Bawana, Rithala, Kirari, Mongolpuri, Shalimar
Bagh Rohini, Adarsh Nagar, Shakur Basti , Sultanpur
Marja(194 schools,4,65,600 Applications)

7. Dwarka,Bijwasan, Dwarka, Uttam Nagar , Hari Nagar(67
schools, 1,43,715 Applications)

          Cluster of Schools which got 80% of all applications in 2017-18 Map 1: 

The geographical distribution of schools is an important 
metric to understand which areas receive more 
applications. This data if compared to the geographical 
distribution of applicants gives a good understanding of 
how important a factor distance is in school choice,  
which is to say whether parents prefer quality of 
education more than schools being closer to the place of 
residence or vice versa. An additional benefit o f the 
latter analysis is that it is a good metric to understand 
the level of awareness in different localities. Micro-
targeting awareness campaigns can then be conducted 
in such areas.
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Analysis for 2016 

A4. DG applications and income distribution over last two years 
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For the 2016-17 Session, there 1068 schools which

participated online and a total of 73,059 applicants.

Important Trends from school participation rate and
ap plication distribution based on school popularity:

1. D.A.V Public school Vasant Kunj has been the most popular
with an average of being selected 17,000 times as a school
choice in both the academic sessions

2. In the 2017-18 session, a particular applicant at an average,

selected 23% less schools in the “beyond 6 Km” range and

selected 10% less schools in the “1 to 3 km” range; as

compared to the 2016-17 session.

3. The Assembly Constituencies with the most popular schools

(40 % of the total schools and amounting for 80% of the total

applications) still remains the same for both the academic

sessions.

4. The schools encompassed under 80% of the school choices are

the same for both the years 2016 and 2017. (Refer to Map 1)

• INR 2,62,087 Median Annual income of DG applicants in 2017-18 which dropped from INR 2,69,660 in 
2016-17

• Enrolment Rate of CWSN dropped from 62.5% in 2016-17 to 39.44% in 2017-18

2. The cluster map shows that the applicants are spread 
across majorly over the following assembly constituency 
clusters:

3. Chhhatarpur, Mehrauli , Bijwasan, Malviya Nagar
(61 Schools, 85,500 school choices)

4. Trilokpuri, Patparganj, Kondli, Shahdara, Gandhi Nagar, 
Krishna Nagar, Timarpur (110 Schools, 1,77,000 school 
choices)

5. Mundka, Bawana, Rithala, Kirari, Mongolpuri, Shalimar 
Bagh Rohini, Adarsh Nagar, Shakur Basti , Sultanpur 
Marja(203 schools, 4,74,200 school choices)

6. Dwarka,Bijwasan, Dwarka, Uttam Nagar , Hari Nagar(58 
schools, 1,39,600 school choices)

1. Out of which 80% of the school choices were made to 40% 
(432 out of 1070) of the schools

• Only OBC(NCL) and SC category have seen 2 to 2.6x growth in applicants over two years with a decrease 
in EWS applicants
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A5.  Analysis of the Admissions based on social distribution

A5.1 Entry level wise  Allotments vs. Admissions

A5.2  EWS and DG Allotments vs. Admissions
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69.66% conversion rate from allotments to admissions for EWS category in 
2016-17 as compared to 61.93% in 2017-18

33.5% conversion rate from allotments to admissions for DG category in 
2016-17 as compared to 61.3% in 2017-18

It is plausible to infer that the stark increase in DG enrolment rates over the last 
two academic cycles could be due to decreased biases of schools, less errors in 
category certificates and/or better-compliance rates of schools.
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A6. Gender Distribution of Admitted students

1% transgender admissions in both years

A6.1 Social distribution of allotted and admitted students from DG category

Category

2016-17 2017-18

Allotments Admissions
%Enrolment 
out of total 
allotments

Allotments Admissions
%Enrolment
out of total
allotments

CWSN 80(0.5%) 50(1%) 62.5% 121(0.9%) 43(0.5%) 35.5% 

Orphan 17(0.12%) 9(0.1%) 53% 23(0.1%) 8(0.1%) 34.78% 

ST 192(1.41%) 133(3%) 69.2% 307(2.4%) 160(2%) 52.11% 

OBC 1675(12.30%) 1051(23%) 62.7% 3356(26.5%) 2034(26.3%) 60.60% 

SC 11648(85.57%) 3323(73%) 28.52% 8816(70%) 5493(71%) 62.3% 

Total DG
Admissions

13612 4566 33.5% 12623 7738 61.3%

Females
41.5%

Males
57.5%

2016-17

Females Males

Females
42.5%Males

56.5%

2017-18

Females Males

% figures in brackets are out of total allotments/admissions 

Source- https://unstats.un.org/unsd/demographic-social/meetings/2016/bangkok--disability-measurement-

and-statistics/Session-6/India.pdf

• There has been a 70% increase in the number of admissions in the DG category from 2016-17 to 2017-18
• Admitted students under DG quota are majorly from OBC  and SC category
• As per Census of 2011, there are 28 lakh disabled people in India, however with just 201 allotments and 93 

admissions, it is a clear indicator of difficulty in accessing the RTE 25% provision for the CWSN category
• In 2016-17, SC enrolment rate stood at a dismal figure of 28.52%. This could be due unavailability of 

category documents with parents.
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A7.  Geography wise rate of applications, allotments and admissions in 2017-18

A7.1 Localities with Highest Allotment percentages (amongst localities with at least 100 families)

Area Number of applying families %Allotments %Admissions of allotments

Vikas Puri 358 92% 73% 
Najafgarh 675 92% 62% 

Karala 270 91% 57% 
Anand Vihar 252 89% 92% 

Badarpur 117 89% 55% 
Bawana 211 87% 42% 

Pitampura 365 85% 80% 
Vasant Kunj 454 82% 73% 

Greater Kailash 190 82% 87% 
Bindapur 147 82% 48% 
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A7.2 Localities with Lowest Allotment percentages (amongst localities with at least 100 families)

Area Number of

applying families
%Allotments %Admissions

of allotments

Holambi 
Kalan Village 

176 0% - 

Paharganj 495 12% 38% 
Sadar Bazar 232 14% 25% 

Anand Parbat 355 14% 71% 
Madangir 605 15% 73% 

Govindpuri 172 17% 52% 
Khanpur 315 18% 61% 

Kishan Ganj 148 18% 30% 
Mangolpuri 1813 18% 46% 
Dakshinpuri 757 20% 70% 



A7.3 Localities with highest admission percentages (amongst localities with at least 100 families) 

Area 
Number of 

applying families 
%Allotments %Admissions 

of allotments 

Anand Vihar 252 89% 92% 
Nizamuddin West 201 29% 90% 
Greater Kailash 190 82% 87% 
Patparganj 231 49% 86% 
Chirag Delhi 171 36% 85% 
Safdarjung Enclave 166 52% 85% 
Saket 131 72% 83% 
Dr. Mukherjee Nagar 101 51% 83% 
Malviya Nagar 409 47% 81% 
Shakurbasti 139 74% 81% 
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Amongst the locations with greater than 600 families that applied for admissions, the 
following locations had the highest allotment to admission rate (above 70%) 

Area Number of applying
families % Allotments % Admissions of

allotments

Shakurpur 679 48% 80% 
Karol Bagh 1,336 23% 79% 

Ashok Vihar 1,322 39% 79% 

Shalimar Bagh 738 55% 78% 

Madangir 605 15% 73% 

Paschim Vihar 1,597 50% 71% 

Punjabi Bagh 847 26% 71% 

Localities with more than 600 families cover a major chunk of the total eligible children in 
Delhi, and the areas with a greater than 70% admission rate represent the highest number of 
total admissions in an area in Delhi 
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A7.4 Locations with lowest admission percentages (amongst localities with at least 100 families) 

Areas with families greater than 100 were selected for the above analysis as areas with 
lesser number of applying families were more likely to skew the results. 

Area Number of applying 

families 

% Allotments % Admissions of 

allotments 

Seemapuri 684 26% 22% 
Sadar Bazar 232 14% 25% 
Kishan Ganj 148 18% 30% 
Civil Lines 108 21% 30% 
Shadipur 246 40% 32% 
Mahipalpur 174 27% 34% 

Krishna Vihar 109 31% 35% 
Chhatarpur 230 43% 36% 
Subzi Mandi 120 21% 36% 

Samaipur 296 45% 37% 
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A8. Areas with most issues in applications, allotments and admissions (for 2017-18)

In the charts and tables in the previous section, we reported the localities with the best and worst 

allotment and admission percentages, but none of those metrics give us a holistic picture of from which 

constituencies, families were at a higher risk of not having their children admitted under the RTE 

Section 12(1)(c). 

To identify this, we created a metric using multiple parameters Total number of families in a 

constituency, % Allotments and % Admissions in a locality. 

According to our metric, a constituency with high number of applicant families and a low allocation, 

admission percentage is at risk, this also implies that a higher risk percentile means higher risk of 
less admissions happening in the area defined.

For calculating the final risk percentile, we weighted the percentiles of the following metrics mentioned 

above as follows 

Metric Weight 
Number of applying families in the locality 20% 
% of applicants who were allotted a school 40% 

% of allottees who got Admissions 40% 

The localities that were at highest risk per the Risk Percentile metric were marked, further 

details about these localities can be found in Annexure 2 
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A9.  Analysis of available seats and allotments for the schools under the MCDs

A9.1 North Delhi Municipal Corporation Analysis 

Narela 

2016-17 2017-18
Available Seats Total Admissions Available Seats Total Admissions

558 380 599 358
Enrolment Rate

68.1% 59.7%

Rohini 

Karol Bagh 

Civil Lines 

City SP 

Keshav Puram 

2016-17 2017-18
Available Seats Total Admissions Available Seats Total Admissions

566 75 554 78
Enrolment Rate

13.25% 14.07%

2016-17 2017-18
Available Seats Total Admissions Available Seats Total Admissions

610 239 624 179
Enrolment Rate

39.18% 28.68%

2016-17 2017-18
Available Seats Total Admissions Available Seats Total Admissions

610 239 624 179
Enrolment Rate

10.8% 8.3%

2016-17 2017-18
Available Seats Total Admissions Available Seats Total Admissions

148 74 146 85
Enrolment Rate

50% 57.43%

2016-17 2017-18
Available Seats Total Admissions Available Seats Total Admissions

160 56 173 73
Enrolment Rate

35% 42.19%
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A9.2 East Delhi Municipal Corporation Analysis

Shahdara North Zone 

Shahdara South Zone 

• In 2017-18, 267 out of the 290 or 92% schools in Shahdara North Zone admitted no child under 
the RTE 25% provision despite collectively declaring 1121 seats for EWS/DG category.

• In 2017-18, 51 out of 118 or 55% schools in Shahdara South Zone admitted no child under RTE 
25% provision despite collectively declaring 2508 seats for EWS/DG category.

2016-17 2017-18
Applications Available Seats Total Admissions Applications Available Seats Total Admissions

60 1900 52 116 1835 116
Enrolment Rate

2.7% 6.32%

2017-18
Seats Available Applications Admissions

6312 391 287
Enrolment Rate

4.5%

• Over-all Enrolment Rate of above mentioned zones for 2016-17 is 33.15% and for 2017-18
is 29.42 %

• 63 out of the 163 total schools did not admit a single child under the RTE 25% provision in
2017-18
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Ward wise analysis of EDMC zones 

Shahdara South 2017-18 

 In Shahdara South, 13 wards having 51 Schools and a total of 2508 EWS/DG seats reported no admissions. 

The seat fill rate for wards which reported admissions are depicted in the graph below: 

a. No such parent applied under EWS/DG (As submitted by 50 schools)

i. It is to be noted that with more than seventy five thousand applications for the RTE 25%

provision for schools regulated by the DoE, there were at least forty thousand applicants

who lost the lottery. Hence, if the MCD application portal was made more accessible to

beneficiaries by moving it online, another option for free education would have been made

available to the lottery non-winners.

b. No admission found such category EWS/DG (As submitted by 13 schools)

c. Proper documents not found such students for EWS (As submitted by 34 schools)

i. A school which has seats available under the RTE 25% provision cannot deny admissions

to all students citing the same reason. It is thereby recommended that these schools sent

notices for further detailed explanation for every applicant who was not admitted.

ii. The list of these schools has been enclosed in the table 8 of Annexure 2.

d. Admission done under EWS/DG (As submitted by 20 schools)

0.46 0.59 0.86 1.35 2.03
4.24

6.77

13.49

25.45

35.21

0.00

5.00

10.00

15.00

20.00

25.00

30.00

35.00

40.00

212 231 209 222 235 219 223 217 214 239

Ward Number

Ward wise seat fill rate % Shahdara South 2017-18

The wards(as depicted in the figure above) which did record admissions under the RTE 25% provision, a 

total of 3585 seats were left vacant out the 3781 available seats, implying a seat fill rate of only 5.18%. 

Shahdara South 2016-17 

As per the explanations in answer to the show cause notices sent to all schools of Shahdara South in 
2016-17, the following were the reasons for the dismally low seat fill rates: 

These reasons are quoted in-verbatim as submitted by the South MCD for Shahdara South Zone 
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The total number of admissions as declared by schools coming under category (d) of the show cause 

notice respondents were 423. However, the data for the total number of seats for EWS/DG category was 

not submitted by MCD for the 2016-17 cycle. 

Shahdara North 2017-18

Shahdara North 2016-17

In the 2016-17 cycle, only 6 out of the 31 wards in Shahdara North had recorded admissions under the 

RTE 25% provision, the seat fill rates for these wards are depicted in the graph below: 
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A9.3 Caveats to the MCD analysis

No data was furnished by the SDMC, the data from NDMC was received from all of its 6 zones(Keshav 
Puram, Karol Bagh, Rohini, City SP, Civil Lines and Narela) and EDMC furnished data from both its 
Shahdara North and South Zone. However, no data for the total number of seats available was received 
from Shahdara South Zone for the 2016-17 session.

Apart from the above mentioned issues with availability of the data, the granularity of the data provided 
was only till the number of available seats and the total number of admissions that took place per school. 
This made it impossible to search for gender biases or any other analysis as has been done on the DoE 
data-set.
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1. There has been an increase of 104% and 39% in the number of DG and EWS applications

respectively in the 2017-18 admission cycle as compared to the 2016-17 admission cycle. This

potentially implies a considerable level of increase in awareness and easier access to the RTE 25%

provision amidst both the DG and EWS category families from 2016-17 to 2017-18

2. In both the 2016-17 and 2017-18 admission cycles, 80% of the school choices selected only
included 40% of the private unaided schools which participated in the online lottery process. This
potentially implies a certain degree of bias towards a fixed set of schools in Delhi which are popular
amongst parents due to the quality of education or the various other factors as mentioned in the
analysis to answer question 2.

3. OBC(NCL) and SC category have seen 2 to 2.6x growth in applicants over two years with a decrease

in EWS applicants. It can be inferred from this observation that the degree of awareness amongst

these sub-categories of the Disadvantaged group has increased over two admission cycles from

2016 to 2017.

4. A significant increase from 33.5% conversion rate from allotments to admissions for DG category in
2016-17 as compared to 61.3% in 2017-18 indicates that there has been a positive decrease in the
number of issues faced by the beneficiary families(lottery winners in this case) from DG category
during the admission process. The plausible explanation for the same can be better availability of
category documents as well as less-discrimination by the school authorities.

5. A marginal drop of 7.5% was observed in the conversion rate from allotments to admissions for the
EWS category over the last two admission cycles from 2016 to 2017. A plausible reason for the
same is the expiration of income certificates (which expire 6 months from the issuing date) of the
parents while taking admissions to the school

6. Out of the total admissions that have taken place over the last two admission cylces under the RTE
25% provision, there have been just 1% transgender admissions for both the cycles, it is plausible
to infer that discrimination towards members of the transgender community during the admission
process is widely prevalent.

7. There has been a 70% increase in the number of admissions in the DG category from 2016-17 to
2017-18, which points out to the high degree of awareness generation that has taken place over the
last two admission cycles

8. Admitted students under DG quota are majorly from OBC and SC category (96% and 97% for
2016-17 and 2017-18 respectively) indicating less levels of awareness and accessibility of the RTE
25%provision to the eligible Scheduled Tribe and CWSN beneficiary families in Delhi. It is
recommended that an assessment of the readiness of schools for handling disabled children
be conducted in order to determine the degree of improvement needed to bolster
applications and enrolments of disabled children.

9. The drastically low seat fill rates in the North and East MCDs point out to the inevitable need of a
shift to an online as well as offline system of applications in order to improve the accessibility of
beneficiary families to MCD schools. For the 2016-17 and 2017-18 academic sessions, there
have an average of more than 50  and 70 thousand families respectively in each cycle which
applied but did not win the lottery, these families could opt for applying to MCD regulated
schools as another option if the MCD had a beneficiary friendly and better accessible
application online application system.

Key Inferences from answers to Question 1
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Families not 
reachable; 
2747; 32%

Families 
reached; 

5924; 68%

Families Contacted

Families not reachable Families reached

Children who 
won the 

lottery; 4924; 
83%

Children who 
did not win; 
1000; 17%

Distribution of lottery winners and 
non-winners

Children who won the lottery Children who did not win

B. Second Research Question: Tracking of post admission effects

“Determining the retention rates of children admitted under RTE Section 12(1)(c) across schools in 
Delhi since 2015-2017, by analyzing  longitudinal data for retention factors like school-readiness, parent

and school motivations and capacities to provide concrete recommendations as well as analysing

factors which lead to dropouts.”

B1. Retention Rate 

There have been thousands of applications of children to obtain admission into private unaided schools under 
the provision of Section 12(1)(c) of Right to Education Act, 2009.  This survey was conducted telephonically to 
assess whether lottery winners still study in their respective private schools. The purpose of this study was to 
administer a census and determine the number of admitted students who have dropped out of their respective 
private schools, and to plan necessary intervention for improving the experiences of continuing students.  

In order to conduct the analysis, IA telephonically surveyed 8,671 families, who were previously assisted by 
them, to assess their school going experience. The survey’s questions ranged from inquiring whether the student 
still studies in the private school he or she was admitted in to asking what more assistance do parents request 
from the school and community to the average time it took for a child to reach his or her school. The data was 
then cleaned, arranged and analysed using sentiment analysis techniques on R (for cleaning) and MATLAB(for 
sequentially arranging).  

B1.1 Families contacted and Validation 
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B2. Children who declined admission or dropped out 

Out of the 5924 families reached out and subsequently 4924 children who won the lottery, 4105 children (1558 

from DG and 2019 from EWS category and the rest unspecified) stayed in the same school in which they obtained 

admission through EWS/DG provision and 819 children did not study in the same school.  

Yes; 4105; 
83%

No; 819; 
17%

Does your child study in the same 
school  she/he got admission in through 

EWS quota?

Yes No

93

211

62 48 67

Discrepancy in
documents

Daily Commuting
cost is too high

Bad Infrastructure
of school

Shifted to
Someplace else

Bad
Environment/Poor

Quality of
Education

Reasons for not getting child admitted7

Reasons for not getting child admitted

16 18

44

24

4

22

0
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10
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25
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35

40

45

50

Non-Socially
inclusive peers

Non-Socially
inclusive
Teachers

High
Commuting

cost

High Ancilliary
costs

Went to other
school

Poor Quality
of Education

Reasons for dropping out of school

Out of the above classified 819 children6, 587(256 from DG and 242 from EWS category) children never took
admission to the allotted school. The reasons for the same are mentioned below: 

12% 14% 10% 

44% 

20% 

Out of the 819 children who did not study in the same school as they were admitted, 128 children dropped 
out after joining. The retention rate was at 83%, 2.5% dropped out, 11.5% changed schools within 6 months of 
joining and 3% were lottery drop outs. The children who changed schools did not get admitted to other schools 
under the RTE 25% provision. 

3% 

17% 

13% 
14% 

34% 

19% 

28 25

49

5 00

37
43

19

40
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20
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40

50

60

Nursery KG Class 1 Class 2 Class 3

Entry and exit classes for dropouts8

Class admitted in Class dropped out of

6.. Data of drop-out or school change  for 104 children was not available 
7.  Out of the 587 children who did not go to school, valid reasons were only collected for 481 children. 
8.  21 children had not specified their entry and (or) exit level classes
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B3. Academic Credibility of Schools

• Out of the 3268 parents happy about their child’s school, 57%  of the children started going to school in 2017,
30% in 2016 and 13 % earlier than 2015

• 75% of the people whose schools score range was in 61-100 joined in 2016
• 40% of the parents gave a score of more than 61 despite being charged for Books and Uniform
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170 155
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202
315

0
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Child is able
to tell what

he/she learnt

Child scores
well in tests

Enthusiastic
Teaching

Copies are
check/All

work is done

Other
parents
opinions

Good
performance

in tests by
parents

Other
reasons

Parents reasons for believing that the school provides 
quality education
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2148
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School Rating

Amongst the adjacent 
parameters, parents 
appreciated the fact that their 
child was able to explain the 
things learnt at school and all 
homework was followed up 
by the teachers to ensure 
that it was done.

All other factors only played a 
marginal role in the parent’s 
belief of what good education 
entails, which is alarming in 
terms of parent awareness.

 School Rating 

Out of the 4105 children who were studying in 
the same school as they got admission into, 
3268 liked the quality of education at the 
school and 231 were unsatisfied. (606 children 
did not submit valid data).

Reasons for low score ranges for Satisfied parents: 

Range Parents No Free Books 
& Uniforms 

High Ancillary 
Charges 

1-20 44 32 12 
21-40 36 29 7 
41-60 311 211 100 

30.3% 

5.3% 4.8% 

43.3% 

6.3% 
9.7% 

0.4% 

2% 1.9% 

11.6% 

24.3% 

60.2% 
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B4. Socio-Emotional Conduciveness of Schools

B5. Parent Engagement in Schools

1691

768
543

290
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child

Teachers give full
attention to the child

Teachers are respectful
to the child
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Reasons why parents like the teachers

3303, 
96%

141, 4%

Teachers Attitude 
towards child

Good Bad

3292 3282

3212

3160

3180

3200

3220

3240

3260

3280

3300

Regular Parent Teacher
meetings

Staff Respectful to Parents Timely Information about child

Parent Engagement factors9

Parent Engagement factors

Almost all parents wereAlmost all parents were 
satisfied with how the teachers 
behaved with their child at 
school but had these other 
issues: 

• Teachers pay less attention
• Other reasons like sibling

studying in a different
school

More than 50% of the parents whose children did not drop said that More than 50% of the parents whose children did not drop out said that 
there was no form of physical punishment to the child at school

There were only 3292 parents who submitted valid reasons for liking 
their teachers out of the 4105 who retained their child in the same 
school 

79%
81%

76% 

These figures are out of the 
4105 parents whose children 
were studying in the same 
school 

Out of these 1429 parents said 
that  both the PTM and 
informational aspect of the 
school were good 

927 parents said all three 
aspects of the school were 
good

51%

23%

16%

9%

9. The percentages mentioned above add over 100% since there were multiple answers to the questions by parents, hence there 
are factors which are common amongst the data set of families surveyed
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B6. Other qualitative factors of schools that parents liked and disliked
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 5% 

13% 

74% 

21% 

5% 

Almost half of all the parents whose children were retained liked all 3 
of the above mentioned parameters of their child’s school.

The average time taken by a child 
to reach school was in the range of 
15 to 30 minutes

Books and Uniforms are being charged for in schools because of 
which only a quarter of the parents were satisfied with that 
particular factor 

20% of the parents said the school 
was too far away and were also 
being charged for books and 
uniforms

79% 

81% 

76% 

60% 60% 

18% 
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B7. Gender and Category Distribution of students continuing school

B8. Interventions that parents seek
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1. The most prevalent reason for a child admitted under the RTE 25% provision to drop out was the
high cost of commuting to the child’s school which was unaffordable for the beneficiary families.
This lead to a drop-out rate of 2.5% in the surveyed families. The same reason was why 3% of the
surveyed families did not get their child admitted under the RTE 25% provision despite being
allotted a school under the same. Poor quality of Education and high ancillary charges were cited as
other major reasons for school and lottery drop outs.

2. Amongst the adjacent parameters, parents appreciated the fact that their child was able to explain
the things learnt at school and all homework was followed up by the teachers to ensure that it was
done.

3. All other factors like enthusiastic teaching and the child scoring well in the tests only played a
marginal role in the parent’s belief of what good education entails, which is alarming in terms of
parent awareness.

4. More than 50% of the parents whose children did not drop said that there was no form of physical
punishment to the child at school.

5. Regular Parent teacher meetings, respectful staff and timely information about the child were the
most likeable factors about a school from the perspective of beneficiary families.

6. 20% of the families surveyed pointed out that they were being charged for books and uniforms and
the school was too far away as well. This implies that there are a substantial number of families
who have made peace with the fact that some financial burden will be incurred despite their right
to free books and uniforms as mandated under the RTE 25% provision. However, the survey also
pointed out that the most common clause that the families wanted to be enforced was the provision
of free books and uniforms. Beneficiaries also sought help with remedial classes for their children
from which it can be inferred that there are interventions needed to improve the school readiness
of children taking admission under the RTE 25% provision.

Key Inferences from answers to Question 2
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C. Third Research Question: Sustainable access to grievance redressal mechanisms

“Categorising data collected from Grievance redressal systems and categorically classifying them, 
followed by benchmarking  the redressal processes initiated for similar grievances across different states 
which turned out to be highly effective and successful. Thereby, address issues like reimbursement, 
barriers while submitting EWS/DG certificates etc.”

Grievance Redressal is an indispensable aspect of governance, more so when the power dynamics 
between the aggrieved and the respondent are vastly unequal. The grievances related to 
admissions under Section 12 (1) (c) witness such vast inequality. As of today, in the absence of robust 
grievance redressal mechanisms, the public has to resort to costly alternatives such as judicial 
interventions, to seek redressal of their grievances. It is all the more taxing for beneficiaries of this 
provision since in this case the aggrieved are from socio-economically disadvantaged sections of the 
society. The government is responsible for providing adequate redressal of grievances in a time 
bound manner to the beneficiaries. The State Commission for Protection of Child Rights also have in 
their mandate to monitor the implementation of the RTE Act and therefore the said provision.  As per the 
guidelines issued by the Department of Administrative Reforms and Public Grievances (DAR & 
PG), ‘all Ministries, autonomous bodies and Public Sectors Undertakings (PSUs) are required to 
designate an officer as Director of Public Grievances including autonomous bodies and Public 
Sector Undertakings. It has also been stipulated that the grievance redressal system should form a 
part of the Citizens’ Charters. Ministries have also been advised to fix a time frame for disposal of 
the petitions received, suo motu identify grievances from newspaper columns and regularly monitor the 
disposal of the petitions’. 

The realities of the implementation of this provision are indeed complex. Some of these complex 
issues involve accurate digital mapping of neighborhoods, ensuring registration of all schools, 
verification of certificates, ambiguities over the calculation of number of seats and processing of 
reimbursements. What this also means is that the quantum of grievances that come pre, during and post the 
admissions is very large. Without a functioning grievance redressal system, beneficiaries start losing faith in 
the policy and the state’s intent in implementing it in earnest. It is important to note that the 
nature of complexity in the implementation of the provision results in grievances not just from the 
beneficiary parents but also from schools. Therefore, an effective grievance redressal mechanism is 
indispensable not only from the perspective of the beneficiary families but also from the perspective of 
private unaided schools. In this section, the report will try to delineate the types of grievances that come up 
pre, during and post the admissions process, suggest grievance redressal models for the beneficiary families 
including the modalities of its implementation and present case studies of working models on the ground. 
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C1. Types of Grievances:

The grievances can broadly be categorized into pre allotment grievances, post allotment grievances and post 
admission grievances. These three could be further categorized in to school side grievances and parent side. 
The school side grievances have been extracted from interviews done by Indus Action with private 
unaided schools as well as from the grievances from schools received by DCPCR. The beneficiary side 
grievances have been categorised based on the analysis of the grievances received directly by DoE as well as 
the ones received on the Delhi government’s Public Grievance Management System(PGMS). 

C1.1   School side Grievances:

While a grievance registration portal exists for beneficiaries, currently, no grievance registration portal 
exists for schools. It is important that a mechanism for the registration of grievances from schools is also 
established. However, as mentioned, this section delineates grievance redressal mechanism only for 
beneficiaries and not for schools. It must be noted though that the suggested mechanisms can be 
easily customised to incorporate school side grievances as well.  

The researching organisation Indus Action surveyed 3 high income ( Fee greater than INR 50,000 per child 
per annum) and 2 low income(fee less than INR 16,000 per child per annum) private unaided schools in 
Delhi. Some of the major grievances faced by these schools were as follows: 

a. Cost per child was considered to be inadequate and schools considered it unfair to deprive the 
children from socio-economically disadvantaged backgrounds of additional facilities due to lack of 
funds

b. Schools administrators expressed a desire to be part of the process of formulating the 
reimbursement amount as they believed it will bring in transparency to the process

c. It was observed by the school authorities that there were certain parents and children who 
seemed to be belonging to financially sound backgrounds yet were studying in the school under the 
RTE 25% provision. This has brought into question the sanctity of the provision as the schools had to 
show the door to many parents from socio-economically disadvantaged backgrounds as there 
were no vacant seats left

d. Some schools mentioned that it was fairly easy for beneficiary parents to procure forged 
category and income certificates. However, no evidence which confirms their hypothesis was 
provided by these schools. However, no complaints as such were filed by these schools.
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C1.2 Parent Side Grievances:

We analysed 2209 grievances received by 

DoE as well as 167 grievances received by 

the Public Grievance Management 

System(PGMS) of the Delhi Government to 

understand the grievances faced by 

families in getting admissions to private 

unaided schools under this provision. The 

top grievances reported by parents were 

the following: 

• School not considering candidature of

child who won the lottery due to

undisclosed or illegitimate reasons such

as income levels exceeding prescribed

limits for DG categories

• Distance of school allotted not in

accordance with parent’s expectations

 Difficulties in getting Income certificate/Caste certificate made, thereby stalling the time to completion of

application

Low levels of awareness of application timeline and procedural steps to complete application was also a 
reason, however cited only twice in the entire data set of grievances.

The 1:3 Rule, another issue faced by several beneficiary families in Delhi

One of the other grievances faced by the beneficiaries which is widely prevalent is that schools deny 

admissions based on the 1:3 rule, under this rule admission of 1 child under the RTE 25% provision is 

done only after 3 children from general category are admitted. Such grievances were also identified by 

interviews from community members from socio-economically disadvantaged backgrounds who 

either have a child studying under the RTE 25% provision or have played a role in assisting people to 

get their child admitted under the provision. 

However, vide notification11 dated 28.02.2012, issued in exercise of powers conferred by the sub 

section (l) of section 3 of the Delhi School Education Act, 1973 (18 of 1973), read with rule 43 of the 

Delhi School Education Rules, 1973 and under the provisions of the RTE Act, the Lt Governor of the 

National Capital Territory of Delhi had amended the Delhi School Education(Free seats to students 

belonging to EWS/DG categories), 2011. The amended order provides that the total number of 

seats at the entry level i.e Nursery or 1st Class as the case may be, shall not be less than the 

highest number of seats in the entry level class in the previous three academic years12.  

School denying admission 
to lottery winners based 
on income limits even for 

DG
41%

School Allotted too far 
away
11%

School not providing 
uniforms/books

13%

School authorities harass 
parents and parents 

leave out of fear
4%

Schools not accepting 
valid government 

documents
7%

Not eligible for EWS 
quota as income 

marginally over INR 1 
Lac 
24%

10.  From PGMS data of 2017-18 having 167 Grievances and 2209  from DoE (From October 2016)
11. F.15(172)/DE/Act/2010/7792-7806
12.  Minutes of the meeting No.C/RTE/DCPCR/17-18/3348-350

Parent Grievances10
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The aforesaid notification was challenged before the High Court of Delhi in Birla Vidya Niketan School & 

Anr vs Govt of NCT of Delhi & Anr WP(C) 5172/2013 &amp; CM 11625-26/2013. The said challenge was 

dismissed. The court  was of the view that if the school makes no attempt to admit as many students as its 

infrastructure permits and deliberately admits lesser students from General Category, it cannot deprive the 

required number of students from EWS/DG categories from admission to the school, since, in such a case 

the school alone will be responsible to create a situation where the number of students belonging to EWS/

DG category exceeds 25% of the total students in the class. 

A similar issue came up for consideration before the same Court in WP(C) 3358 of 2013 titled The 

Sovereign School vs Directorate of Education, Govt of NCT of Delhi. The court is of the view that the 

legislation behind the 1:3 rule be upheld. Since in the event that a school makes genuine efforts to admit as 

many students as it possibly can, considering the infrastructure available to it but is not able to fill up all 

the seats in the General category, it would be unjust and unfair to them if they are asked to admit 25% of 

the sanctioned intake of the class, from amongst EWS/DG category alone. 

It is however, recommended that the Government defines binding parameters required for a school to 

reasonably say that it has  made genuine attempts to admit the maximum number of students considering 

the infrastructure available to it. 

Some particular efforts made by schools that can be tracked by the Government to validate a private
unaided school’s claim of putting in best efforts for filling up general category seats:

i. Total number of applications (general category) per seat in the entry level classes of the school
ii. The DoE can fix a limit on the difference between the current admissions from the average of the 

total admissions that have taken place in a school in the last 3 years. The schools  for which this 
difference is within the limit can be considered as having put substantial efforts in getting as many 
general category seats filled as possible in the current year.

C2. Indispensable aspects of a grievance redressal system

Given the high degree of associated risk of an unresolved grievance ranging from beneficiary families 

having to pay for books and uniforms to the dropping out of the child or the beneficiary family not being 

able to admit the child under the RTE 25% provision, it is imperative to have a robust, efficient and 

transparent grievance redressal mechanism. Grievance redressal mechanisms if implemented in the 

intended will act as a tool for building trust between the beneficiary families, private unaided schools and 

the government. Specifically, in the context of Delhi, an online grievance redressal mechanism was 

introduced in 2016 which was a significant step towards efficient grievance redressal. However, as of 

April 2018 there have only been a total of 2209 grievances recorded by the Directorate of Education. With 

over 1 lakh applicants every year, it is only reasonable to say that the filed grievances are not an accurate 

reflection of the scale of the issues faced by the beneficiary families. 

It is in this regard that the report has analysed the status of the DoE’s online redressal system in the 
context of  some of the must-haves for any grievance redressal system: 

1. The mechanism should be well publicized

Upon searching for key-phrases like “EWS complaint Delhi”,  “EWS grievance portal” etc, on the 
most commonly used Google Search engine, it was observed that the DoE Delhi portal was found amongst the
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first page of the search results. Thereby, in the context of search engine optimization, the DoE portal 
provides ease of access. However, information dissemination about the existence of the portal on a 
community level needs to be more rigorous as the online grievances form only a fraction of the several 
grievances that are received offline by the DCPCR as well as at the DDE level

2. It should be easy to use, support must be provided (like through a  toll free helpline) to  assist
applicants to register grievance

The current Grievance redressal portal in Delhi does not support aggrieved families via a helpline system in 
filing a grievance. However, complainants are telephonically informed about the status of their complaint 
and the steps taken by the DoE to resolve the same. It is thereby recommended that a toll free helpline be 
instituted in order to support aggrieved families to file their grievances.

A toll free helpline on which beneficiaries give either a missed call and relevant officials from the DoE reach 
out to them by calling them back

Or
A toll free helpline number on which beneficiaries can can and are directly connected to an official from the 
DoE.

In both these cases, the routing of the missed calls or direct calls can be done through simple management 
information systems like the same used for the women’s helpline 181 built by the National Informatics
Centre. 

Additionally, such a helpline can also be used by beneficiaries for the following :

• To reach out to the government for clarification of application notification by DoE
• Nudge or reminder calls to lottery winners in order to remind them to get their child admitted into

the allotted school.
• Notification calls to lottery winners of dates of consecutive rounds of lottery

3. It should provide timely redressal and appropriate mode to track the progress in the 
resolution of the grievance

The DoE Delhi portal enables complainants to track the status of their complaint by simply logging in by 
the means of their complaint registration number. However, the tracker does not notify the specified time 
allotted for the grievance to be resolved. It is recommended that clear timelines of grievance resolution 
be displayed on the screen while filing a grievance and the official contact details of the grievance 
redressal officer be notified to the aggrieved family at the same time.

4. The responsibility of redressal for each grievance should be clearly mapped to an official and 
the hierarchy of escalation must be specific

As of now, there is a clear matrix of officials that are assigned to handle a grievance. However, the same 
matrix is not visible to the complainant. It is recommended that the tentative hierarchical level of officials 
assigned to an aggrieved family be displayed at the time of filing a grievance. Better transparency could 
lead to an increased degree of responsibility and initiative to take action from the perspective of the 
assigned redressal officer.

5. The information of specific officers who will handle the grievance redressal should be made 
public and freely accessible

This provision is not made available to the complainants in the DoE Delhi portal. It is an important feature 
which makes the entire process of grievance redressal transparent for the aggrieved families.



C3. Grievance Redressal recommendations

This section proposes two grievance redressal models by integrating the best practices followed in 
different states as well as in Delhi. In addition, it uses the research conducting organisation’s field 
experience in working on this provision in 11 States across India and also borrows practices/principles 
from the grievance redressal models suggested by various independent reports and government 
appointed committees. Broadly put, grievance redressal systems can be categorised in to two namely 

I. Centralised grievance redressal systems and

II. Decentralised grievance redressal systems.

A centralised grievance redressal system would require the aggrieved party to register a grievance
at an online portal which then gets auto assigned to the relevant officials and the status of the
resolution can be tracked online. In several states, for instance U.P, the grievance redressal cell in the
Chief Minister’s office are forums for such centralised grievance redressal mechanism. A
decentralised system on the other hand provides the beneficiary with the option of lodging a
complaint with the nodal officer which could be at the ward level, district level or the zone level.

Centralised Online Grievance Redressal System

Before the process flow of the suggested centralised grievance redressal system is drawn out, it is 
important that the administrative structure is understood and certain preconditions are met which 
are necessary to ensure the effective functioning of the proposed redressal mechanism.  

Structure for Education Administration in Delhi13:

Delhi is divided into 13 education districts which are 
further subdivided into 29 zones.  
There are four types of recognised private schools in 
Delhi that are covered under Section 12(1)(c) of 
Right to Free and Compulsory Education Act, 2009. 

A. Recognised and Regulated by Directorate of
Education under Delhi School Education Act, 1973:
Comprises of 1369 schools.

B. Recognised and Regulated by Directorate of
Education under RTE: Comprises of 416 schools.

C. Recognized and Regulated by Municipal
Corporation of Delhi under Delhi School Education
Act, 1973: Comprises of 613 schools.

D. Recognised by Directorate of Education under RTE but regulated by Municipal Corporation
of Delhi: Comprises 393 Schools.

Structure of the Delhi Education Administration

13. The  DoE website however lists 1187 schools in category one which are spread across 12 districts and 28 zones. In this list, no schools are listed 
under South East district and in Zone No. 29 . The online system of admission under the provision currently applies for category I and II schools only. 
The admission process for the schools in category III and IV is offline. Category II schools were made available for online applications from 2018.
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Preconditions that must be met for effective functioning of the proposed redressal mechanism:

a. Mapping of officials and transparency in the process:

It is of paramount importance that once a grievance is received by the system, it is immediately
assigned to the concerned official at the appropriate level. To accomplish this two levels of official
mapping must be done. A grievance redressal officer(GRO) must be mapped to each zone and for
each such official a clear escalation matrix must be established right up to the grievance redressal
officer in the Directorate. Based on the number of schools or geographical size of each zone, more
than one officer can be mapped to the respective zone and grievances could be allotted to them
randomly. Similarly, there could be more than one district level GRO officer However, there should
be a one to one mapping between a zonal level GRO and a district level GRO as well as a directorate
level GRO. This is to ensure a clear escalation matrix is established.

i. Such a matrix exists in the currently deployed RTE 25% provision grievance redressal portal of
the DoE, however the same is not visible to the aggrieved family.

ii. One of the benefits of having transparency in the process is that all parties in the redressal
process are held accountable by not only the DoE but the aggrieved family as well. This increases
the underlying stakes for every filed complaint.

iii. The same can be made transparent on the online grievance status window that appears after
logging in via the complaint registration number.

b. Establishing a Service Level Agreement (SLA):

An SLA must be established for the redressal of grievance which states the amount of time within
which the grievance must be resolved or escalated at each level. The amount of time within which
the grievance must be resolved must be prescribed in the State RTE rules which can form the legal
basis for the SLA. This can be aligned to the redressal time mentioned in the Citizen’s Charter or as
proposed by the Department of Administrative Reforms and Public Grievances (DAR & PG). At any
level if the grievances are not resolved within the prescribed amount of time, it should be auto
escalated to the next level. For grievances not redressed within the prescribed amount of time, even
at the directorate level, it should be auto assigned to the Delhi Commission for the Protection of
Child Rights for its perusal.

i. There is a clear SLA established where-in any complaint/grievance filed by the
parents/guardians of  a child from the EWS/DG category is targeted to be resolved within 15
days from the filing of the Grievance.

ii. However, the status of the grievance post resolution/disposal is not reported telephonically or
via SMS to the aggrieved.

iii. There is no public declaration from the DoE on the number of grievances received and  number
of subsequent  calls that were made to communicate the status of the complaints.
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iv. Such an agreement should not only exist at the level of the DoE. It is important that the
aggrieved families also adhere to the pre-conditions of genuineness and validity of the
arguments behind filing a complaint.

v. Currently there is no prompt/check-button on the DoE Grievance redressal portal which notifies
or asks the complainant to agree that they will be held accountable in the event the validity of
the complaint comes under question.

vi. The aforementioned prompt can act as a subtle deterrent against deliberately filing invalid
complaints

c. System must adhere to the must-haves:

As already explained, the must-haves among other aspects include publicising the system with the
beneficiaries, ease of use and  provision of tracking the status of resolution.

d. Logins and Dashboard:

There should be logins at the applicant, zone, district, directorate GRO level as well as at the DCPCR
level which should provide access to a dashboard of live grievances with all details pertaining to it
as well its status of resolution along with the details of the official who has been assigned the
grievance.

Such logins are available at all levels in the DoE grievance redressal portal, however as mentioned in
point (a) of this section, the assigned official is not transparent to the aggrieved family.

It is recommended that a login to access grievances filed be provided to the DCPCR as it is an appellate
authority to handle grievance escalation and take appropriate steps to resolve the same. This will also
reduce the back and forth communication between the DoE and DCPCR for escalated grievances
leading to a timely resolution of the same which will eventually benefit the aggrieved family.
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Process flow of the Centralised Grievance Redressal System:

1. Grievance received at the portal with the following information

a. Personal Details
b. Application ID
c. District in which school is located
d. Category of Grievance: Pre Allotment / Post Allotment / Post Admission

System auto assigns the grievance to the nodal GRO, after which the GRO has two options 

If resolved in time, it notifies the beneficiary and goes to the beneficiary for feedback. If not, it auto 
escalates 

4. Repeat step 3 until issue resolved.

The figure below explains the process of flow of a centralised grievance redressal process in the form of 
a flow chart: 

a. Resolve( based on the level of sophistication achieved, the system can add an ‘action’ feature 
through which the GRO can send across relevant directions to the school)

b. Escalate
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Such an online grievance redressal portal already exists for private unaided schools regulated 
and recognized by the DoE available at:

http://www.edudel.nic.in/welcome_folder/gravences_dt_25042014.htm

However there can a much more that can be done to improve the efficiency and reduce time overheads 
for resolving grievances filed via the online portal. Recommendations for the same have been made in 
section C4. of this research. 

The Municipal Corporation of Delhi has an online grievance redressal system for all forms of grievances 
related to MCD’s, however does not have a system specifically dedicated to the RTE 25% process. It is 
recommended that the MCD’s move to a common platform for both filing applications as well as grievances 
under the RTE 25% provision. Given the dismally low seat fill rates and less number of applications, there is 
no formal record of any grievances lodged with the MCD for the same. The online MCD grievance data or the 
existence of the same, for the RTE 25% provision was not provided/notified by the MCD for the purpose of
this research. 

Decentralised Offline Grievance Redressal System (as established by DCPCR) 

A decentralised grievance redressal system provides an opportunity to the citizens of a locality to 
actively participate in recording the grievances filed by aggrieved families and shoulder the 
responsibility of ensuring that the complaints of these families are effectively and timely resolved. Such 
a model can be prescribed at a DoE district level in Delhi. District level Boards/Committees can be set 
up which include members of the community, local non-profit organisations working in the field of 
education and protection of child rights, members of Resident Welfare Associations (RWAs and 
motivated undergraduates etc who have access and knowledge about the DoE online grievance 
redressal portal. Such committees would be either responsible for recording the grievances of 
beneficiary families at a district level or  filing online complaints on the families behalf or escalating the 
grievances to the office of the local Deputy Director of Education.  

In the former case these committees will be directly responsible for filing as well as checking the status 
of the complaints and disseminating information in a timely manner about the grievance resolution 
steps undertaken by the relevant authority (GRO. 

In the latter case, these committees shall bridge the gap of accessibility by escalating recorded 
grievances to relevant GROs, after which the process of resolution takes a path synonymous to the 
centralised grievance redressal system. However, the responsibility of informing the families about the 
resolution steps taken is dependent upon the committee in this case as well. 

The above mentioned board/committees can be institutionalised on an ad-hoc basis from when the 
online application windows are opened till the admission process in schools is concluded. These 
committees will facilitate bringing the grievance redressal system closer to the beneficiary families as 
well as sharing the responsibility of grievance redressal with the DDEs, thereby making the process 
more efficient and effective.  

Additionally, a committee like this can also resolve simple matters like doubts of beneficiary families 
while filing applications and mobilise campaigns or engage communities for filling up application forms 
free of charge for beneficiary families.  

As a necessary supplement to such a grievance redressal model, a state level committee for 
monitoring and evaluation purposes of the District level committee is also needed to be established. 

Ideally, a combination of both the online centralised and the offline decentralised grievance redressal 
system will work in the best interest of the beneficiary families. 
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a. Increase the accessibility of the Commission by being its ears on the ground;
b. Identify or record the violations of the law or the complaints;
c. Refer the matter to appropriate government official for redressal;
d. Draw attention of the Commission to more severe, urgent and systemic issue;
e. Gather the facts of the case;
f. Resolve the complaints that are simple in nature like application forms related;
g. Assist the Commission in monitoring of the resolution of the grievance.

Composition of the District Level Committees:

At district level, the committee may comprise of 5 people including its coordinator. The 5 people 
may be drawn from any of the following backgrounds: 

1. NGOs that have worked in the field of education, inclusion, democratic rights, or legislated 
rights;
2. School Management Committee Members as envisaged under Section 21 of Right to Free and 
Compulsory Education Act, 2009;
3. Students from different colleges and universities;
4. Resident Welfare Association (RWAs) or such citizen groups;

1. Review working of the district level committees;
2. Appoint or remove anyone from district level committees in case of any complaint;
3. Ensure the resolution of the complaints referred by the district level committees

However, as per DCPCR’s annual report of 2016-17, there were 175 complaints and 45 suo-motu 
cases pertaining to right to education out of which 163 and 40 were resolved respectively 
compared to the total of 2209 grievances recorded online by the DoE till April 2018. This again is a 
clear indicator of the lack of awareness of availability of grievance escalation channels for aggrieved 
beneficiaries.  

In Delhi, the established decentralised model by the DCPCR is specifically effective as it provides 
ease of access for grievance redressal for aggrieved families while filing applications to 
aforementioned category 3 and 4 schools which only accept offline applications.  

The Delhi Commission for Protection of Child Rights has already established a decentralized 
offline grievance redressal model for the 2018-19 admissions cycle, the structure of which is
defined below: 

Roles and Responsibilities of the District Level Committees 

Finances:  

No member shall be eligible for any stipend, allowance, reimbursements or any other financial benefit 
from this Commission for the work he/she undertakes. 

Responsibilities of State Level Committee: 
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C4. Recommendations to the DoE for improving grievance redressal process

Upon analysis of the online system of grievance redressal hosted by the DoE, it was observed that 
for every 10 grievances filed at an average there were two grievances which were disposed off after 
being cited as non-actionable grievances. For example: there were grievances filed in which the 
aggrieved beneficiary desired to transfer their child from the school which was allotted to the child 
under the RTE 25% provision to another private unaided school under the same provision with 
reasons for the same cited as the school being too far away.  

Grievances which arise due to less degree of awareness of RTE 25% notifications in Delhi can be 
resolved without assigning officials to handle the same. 

Upon clicking for filing a parent side grievance, the online portal can prompt the aggrieved 
beneficiary to select a certain category of grievance faced by them. Based on the category and sub 
category selected, specific actions can be undertaken. A detailed description of the categories, sub 
categories and relevant actions is mentioned below: 

School denying admission related grievance

School asking for income certificate

• Prompt for category of the aggrieved
If DG then matter escalated to grievance redressal official
• Option of printing electronically generated and digitally signed notice by the

regulating authority (DoE or MCD) stating that income certificate is not
required for DG categories. Beneficiary family can produce the same to the
school.

Else If EWS then prompt on screen showing the Govt. mandate to have income 
certificate  

 Grievance disposed off

School charging for books and uniforms

• Government’s notice of entitlement of parents/child to free books and uniform
shown on screen

• Matter escalated to grievance redressal official

Documents related grievance

• Dis-similarity of beneficiary name or address in category proof and address
proof

• Matter escalated to grievance redressal official and notice for acceptance of
beneficiary sent to school based on establishment of genuineness of Identity
proof of aggrieved family

• Option of printing electronically generated and digitally signed notice by the
regulating authority (DoE or MCD) stating that books and uniforms are to be
provided for free. Beneficiary family can produce the same to the school.
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Schools conducting screening test

• Government’s notice to schools for not conducting any screening test for lottery 
winners under the RTE 25% provision displayed on screen

• Option of printing electronically generated and digitally signed notice by the 
regulating authority (DoE or MCD) stating that no screening test is to be 
administered by schools for admissions under the RTE 25% provision. 
Beneficiary family can produce the same to the school.

• Matter escalated to grievance redressal officer

School denying admission based on age of child

School saying no seat is vacant

 Matter escalated to regulating authority

School denying admission for unknown reason

 Aggrieved beneficiary to enter closest description of the issue faced
 Matter escalated to grievance redressal officer

School denying admission stating 1:3 clause

 Matter escalated to grievance redressal officer

Any other denial of admission related grievance

 Aggrieved beneficiary to enter the grievance
 Matter escalated to grievance redressal officer

School allotment/Lottery related grievance

Did not win lottery
 Screen displays the notification that the lottery process is randomized and does

not provide any guarantee of school allotment to any child
 Grievance disposed off

School allotted is not desired
• Beneficiary family desired their child to get allotted the same school in which

their other child was already studying in
• Screen displays the notification that due to the randomization of the lottery

process the final allotment of school is based on the lottery itself and cannot be
changed

• Grievance disposed off

• Regulating authority to determine validity of age proof provided by beneficiary 
and admission to be provided based on the same

• Prompt for aggrieved beneficiary to enter the registration number of the 
application filed

• As the DoE online application system only accepts relevant ages for specific entry 
classes, there should be no valid reason for a school to deny admission based 
on age of the child

• In the event such a discrepancy in age proof is found by the school, it is escalated 
by the school to the regulating authority
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School allotted too far away

• Screen displays the notification that due to the randomization of the lottery
process the final allotment of school is based on the lottery itself and cannot be
changed

• Grievance disposed off

Beneficiary wants to change allotted school

• Screen displays the notification that due to the randomization of the lottery
process the final allotment of school is based on the lottery itself and cannot be
changed

• Grievance disposed off

School asking for high ancillary charges (security amount/extra-curricular activity fee etc)

 Description of ancillary cost to be entered by the aggrieved beneficiary
 Matter escalated to grievance redressal officer

School has closed down

• Beneficiary to enter the application number of their registration so that the
allotted school can be tracked

• Matter escalated to regulating authority

Other grievances

 Beneficiary to enter the details of grievance
 Matter escalated to grievance redressal officer

It is recommended that the options be provided in both Hindi and English.

The advantages of such a system will be the following:

i. Printing and downloading digitally signed certificates for grievances which are due to direct 
non-compliance of schools to state RTE rules will reduce the turn-around time for resolution 
of such grievances and will directly entitle a beneficiary with the power to produce 
government signed sanctions to the underlying school.

ii. Certain grievances which cannot be resolved need not be assigned resources for disposal, 
thereby saving on time

iii. The aggrieved beneficiary will get the option to explore the different options provided 
and thereby will also get further aware of other grievances faced, thereby enabling them to 
help out other people in need as well

iv. As all grievances will be streamlined in terms of their category, officials with relevant 
expertise can be assigned to handle the same. (Currently the online grievance redressal 
system has only two bifurcations are EWS/DG admissions and EWS/DG books and uniforms)
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C5. Recommendations for Schools: 

 C5.1   Curriculum  

• Contextualize the curriculum to include examples to which all students can

• Homework should not need internet or involve too much intervention from parents

• Projects should be real-life situations, not requiring too much material

• Differentiated curriculum for students to learn at their own pace

• Buddy system- Pair students, irrespective of their social background, to foster peer learning

• Early hours- Teachers should come early to ensure that students who are reluctant in asking
doubts in class, get one-on-one time with teachers

• Tracking academic progress- Have weekly trackers to know the performance of each kid in each
class. Remedial learning should not be pushed to exams, but instead happen on a daily and weekly
basis

Remedial classes, irrespective of background the Onus should lie on the school, 
and not shifted to parents 

Bridge programs for parents Orientation of parents from all backgrounds, 
Circulars in vernacular language. 

Special training for topics like teaching English as second language, value 
education, bilingual teaching etc. Conduct programs to inculcate the value of 
respect and inclusion in parents, students and even non-teaching staff

Role of school leader is pertinent to streamline academics and align the mindset 
of all stakeholders. is can be done by setting progressive and inclusive structures 
in school for all activities 
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C6. Qualitative Case studies of socially inclusive schools in Delhi

The management of various schools was interviewed in person and the social inclusion practices of these

schools have been highlighted in the case studies below

SALWAN PUBLIC SCHOOL

Salwan Public School has been educating kids from economically weaker section and the 

oldest kids from EWS/DG provision are in 8th grade.  

The teachers in early grades pay special attention to needs of all children and hold 

remedial classes. There are special review classes for all children in higher grades, 

irrespective of their economic and social background.  

The school teachers ensure regular contact with parents in Hindi and even send notices in 

Hindi. This ensures effective information loops and investment of parents in the activities 

of school. There is also a prescribed meal plan, which constitutes of meals available in all 

households, to ensure that kids don’t feel inferior due to the tiffin boxes they bring to 

school.   

The teachers are invested in learning of each child and very sensitive to their needs. 

Lower class sizes enable them to give personal attention to all students.  

While a lot of schools complain about wrong targeting, Salwan Public School goes ahead 

and has a solution for it. After the lottery is lawfully completed, school staff makes 

physical visits to the selected students’ houses before the academic session begins. This 

lets them verify the facts submitted by parents before admission. If they find that 

undeserving families have managed to submit wrong documents, they involve the 

respective officer who escalates this to DoE.  
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BLUE BELLS INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL

Blue Bells School has been admitting kids with special needs and economically weaker 

sections for more than a decade 

Booster Classes: The school holds booster classes, for all children who need academic 

support and not just EWS/DG children, to avoid tagging children. 

Special education Foreign Language: All kids are taught Chinese/Japanese as that opens 

doors to many opportunities for them. Exchange programs with African nations and Japan 

are open to all children. 

One of the distinguishing operating principles of Blue Bells is to raise the bar of the entire 

family and not just the child. For this mothers are taught English and there are 

conversations around aspirations, social confidence etc.  The session begins with an 

orientation of parents of EWS/DG families in Hindi to set them up for success and prepare 

them for the changes and expectations. The school has a lot of support staff including a 

social worker, special educators. 

The school leadership, especially the Principal, is very invested in attaining equality and 

making the school inclusive. This sensitization trickles down to teachers, students and even 

the non-teaching staff. Low academic results cannot be attributed to economic background 

of children. Teachers are responsible for performance of all children 

Teacher training: Teachers are trained very regularly and culture of inclusiveness is built 

very subtly ( to avoid tagging of students ) every third Saturday is a workshop day for multi- 

level teaching, multiple intelligences, objective writing etc. 

Mentor mentee program: Kids have mentors from various schools Life skills curriculum: To 

build a value based environment in school, there is a life skill curriculum for all children, 

which fosters respect for diversity among all kids. There are youth parliaments held, where 

inclusive rules are formed by the students, for the students. 

Stage performances: For all round development, all students are given equal opportunities 

in various activities and all kids have to perform on stage at least thrice a year to build their 

confidence and social skills. 

Ankuran Center for drop outs and street children. It’s a readiness center for MCD schools. 

Some children are included in BB itself. All kids in Ankuran are tracked for 3 years so ensure 

that they are in school. All students have to visit Ankuran and make visits in surrounding 

communities to be empathetic and learn from reality of families in low income communities. 

Students look forward to these monthly visits. 
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ST MARY’S SCHOOL, SAFDARJUNG ENCLAVE

St. Mary’s school is one of the reputed schools in the South Delhi region. The school was 

established in 1966 and has had a commendable history of social inclusion practices from 

its very inception. The school hosts classes from I to XII under the CBSE board and boasts of 

strength of nearly 1500 students, 833 boys and 657 girls. In the course of its long history 

with social inclusion, the school which accepts students from economically weaker section 

(EWS) or DG for 19 percent of the class strength has been able to conceptualize, refine and 

develop various practices that facilitate social inclusion of these kids into the composite 

structure of the society as a whole. 

Evaluation: A differential evaluation system is seen in process to cater to different pace and 
levels of learning in children with special needs, commensurate with the difficulties faced by 

them.  e.g. more time, or a writer, or a different mode of examination than the written mode 

Parents are found to be volunteering at the school in various activities. This is especially 

encouraged by the administration as an efficient way to be a part of the school’s ecosystem. 

Guidance, counseling and training to parents in order to sensitivize them to the idea of 

social inclusion and school's policies to attain the same. 

In St. Mary's this is done by organizing

• Lectures and discussion for parents with experts, teachers or school management
• Once in 2 months, workshop for parents with experts, specialists etc. on topics ranging

from social problems to environmental issues.

Teacher Support: 

1. Teachers are asked to fill in a portal form during the time of joining which helps the school
to assess them and their beliefs and ideology.

2. Teachers were also recruited for the after school program for students who might require
additional support.

3. The teachers discussed at the end of the day to find out what worked and what did not work
with children. At the end of the year also it was discussed what worked for a particular child
and what did not. This information was passed on to the next teacher to redesign their strategy
as per the child’s need.

4. The school also arranges special training for technical support to teachers on pedagogy and
difficulties related to physical and mental disabilities such as down syndrome, cerebral palsy
etc.

There are certain myths that the school leader busts about EWS/DG students such as, 
unhealthy practices like ‘hair oil’ in poor children compares to ‘gel’ for the affluent students. 

Lack of attention in both sections of the society leading to child’s downfall in school. The 

Principal suggested that one can create a chart on different parameters on cleanliness, 

books, homework on one axis and children from EWS/DG, Rich, Middle class, with disability 

etc. on the other axis to find out whether there is a real difference which exists among them 

or not on different parameters. The school also provides partial or complete support to 

children who face financial issues for participating in common events such as school 

excursions. In St. Mary's it's done by covering this cost in the packaged deals signed with 

the concerned firms/operators 
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LAXMAN PUBLIC SCHOOL, HAUZ KHAS

Laxman Public School is one of the largest public schools in Delhi and has been admitting 

children under EWS/DG quota since last 10 years. They have taken special measures for 

upliftment of 3 communities. 

The School organizes buses to get mothers of students from neighborhood communities 

and has a specially designed multi leveled English learning program. It’s a certificate course 

taught by trained professionals. 

The School social service cell has also set up medical and legal aid clinics for communities 

for overall development of families.  

The teachers are trained to deal with children with different needs through monthly 

trainings. Teachers are completely accountable for academic performance of children and 

have to spend two hours on a daily basis to provide remedial support.  

Through specially designed life skills and value education program, the School inculcates 

the value of social inclusion in all its children. Children are encouraged to take up projects 

for social equity and are guided by experts in the field.   
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“Employing the means of primary and secondary research done on the collective dataset of parents and
educators and providing recommendation of steps for sensitizing schools towards the needs of  parents
and their general interactions with parents and children and establish social inclusivity in classrooms.”

A school is a perfect setting where existing disparities in society can be bridged if the school creates a positive 

environment and fosters mutual understanding and growth. Through such an education, the boundaries 

between the education centre and other elements of students’ lives are permeated. It has been found to 

provide pedagogical tools and strategies for developing student competence and class membership and 

participation. Inclusion is based on the belief that people not only work but live in inclusive communities; they 

work with people of different religions, economic backgrounds, aspirations, etc. In the same vein, children of 

all ages should learn and grow in environments that resemble the environments that they will eventually work 

and live in, by engaging with people from different socio economic backgrounds all groups come to learn, 

respect and appreciate each other in new ways14. 

D1. Benefits of Inclusive Classrooms

Socially inclusive classrooms have been found to be beneficial for all children. Some of the themes which 

illustrate the benefits are: 

Social Justice and Citizenship Conversations about equity, membership and opportunity for all children are 

naturally occurring and common conversations in inclusive classrooms. “We all belong” is the message 

children in these environments hear time and time again. In one classroom, these words are a motto posted on 

the wall. In another classroom this message is lived by the act of a child asking her friend with a disability to 

join her on the rug. e idea that a classroom is a community is not unique to inclusion, but inclusive classrooms 

make the idea real and provide children with frequent opportunities to practice and discuss the idea 

D1.1  Safe Environments

 All students come to situations where they may struggle. Children in inclusive classrooms realize that this is a 

natural part of learning. Asking for help is expected and encouraged. Teachers model how they handle their 

own challenges by using ‘think-alouds’. Children begin to embrace difficulties in a problem-solving approach. 

They are taught to pay attention to their own needs for support and to their own learning styles. Over time 

children both with and without disabilities come to recognize their differences and see them as ordinary. 

D1.2  Communication

There is a fundamental belief in inclusive classrooms that all individuals are communicative, however 

communication can take on many different forms. Within inclusive classrooms, individuals have the 

opportunity to learn how to communicate with individuals who may communicate in non-traditional ways. In 

addition, students have access to multiple ways of expressing themselves and understanding others. 

D. Fourth Research Question: What and how of socially inclusive schools

14. Gautham Rao: Familiarity does not breed contempt. http://faculty.chicagobooth.edu/workshops/micro/pdf/RaoJMP.pdf
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D1.3 Other Skills and Attributes

There are multiple studies which show that ALL students build critical thinking and skills of collaboration 

and complex communication in integrated classrooms (Potter, 2014). In an analysis of private schools in 

Delhi which admit poor students, Rao (2013) found that wealthy students who have poor classmates are 

more pro-social and generous, discriminate less and are more willing to interact with the poor, and finally, do 

not suffer any drop in their own academic performance. 

D2. How to Inculcate Values in Children from Different Background

Strong, secure relationships help stabilize children’s behavior and provide the core guidance needed to 
build lifelong social skills. Children who grow up with such relationships learn healthy, appropriate 
emotional responses to everyday situations. But children raised in poor households often fail to learn 
these responses, to the detriment of their school performances. 

It is much easier to condemn a student’s behavior and demand that he or she change it than it is to help the 
student change it. Every proper response that isn’t seen at a school is one that is needed to be taught. Rather 
than telling children to “be respectful,” demonstrating appropriate emotional responses and the 
circumstances in which to use them, and allowing students to practice applying them is what is needed to 
be done. A students’ bank account cannot be changed, but what can be changed is what is there in their 
emotional account. It is fruitless simply to demand respect from students; many just don’t have the context, 
background, or skills to show it. 

Downward Cycle

1. Dysfunctional parent-child interaction under economic and emotional
stress
2. Pattern of difficult relationships repeated with teachers
3. Social relations re-cycle the adverse effects of material disadvantage
and behaviour difficulties reinforcing the exclusion

Upward Cycle

1. Positive interacting influences from parents and teachers
2. Parents maintain strong aspirations
3. Teachers show commitment
4. Children respond to learning opportunities and support
5. Exclusion resisted

Vicious and Virtuous Circles in Child Development
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Instead 

a. Respect to students has to be given first, even when they seem least to deserve it.
b. The decision making should be shared in class. For example, asking students whether they would

prefer to do a quick review of what they have learned to consolidate and strengthen their learning
or move on to new material.

c. Avoid directives like “Do this right now!” Instead, expectations should be maintained while
offering choice and inputs should be solicited (e.g., “Would you rather do your rough draft now or
gather some more ideas first?”).

d. Demeaning sarcasm should be avoided (e.g., “How about you actually do your assignment quietly
for a change?”).

e. The process of adult thinking should be modeled. For example, say, “We have to get this done first
because we have only enough time for these three things today.” Keeping calm and avoiding
labeling actions is important.

f. Discipline should be maintained through positive relationships and not by exerting power or
authority.

D3. Steps towards a Socially Inclusive classroom

An inclusive approach to education involves:

a. Creating an ethos of achievement for all pupils within a climate of
high expectation

b. Valuing a broad range of talents, abilities and achievements
c. Promoting success and self-esteem by taking action to remove

barriers to learning
d. Countering conscious and unconscious discrimination that may

prevent individuals, or pupils from any particular groups, from
thriving in the school, and

e. Actively promoting understanding and a positive appreciation of
the diversity of individuals and groups within society.

Connecting with students’ lives

a.

Encouraging interaction and strengthening peer relations

a. Teaching basic but crucial meet-and-greet skills. When students introduce themselves to other
classmates, students should be taught to face one another, make eye contact, smile, and shake
hands.

b. For group work activities, children from different background should be grouped together to
avoid self-selection.

c. Making students aware of the consequences of bullying their classmates.
d. When teachers realize that a student is being bullied, they must ask bullies why they are bullying

their friend and whether or not they think of the bullied student’s feelings.

Engaging Parents

Bilingual Teaching

Ethos of Respect

Culturally inclusive 
curriculum

Responds positively to 
diversity

Collaborative learning

Learning about each students’ interests, background, and what
makes them unique. This will help to identify, link, and analyze
the factors that could affect children’s learning. Also, teachers
will be able to identify the differential learning needs and
interests of children from diverse backgrounds.
Taking some time to ask children from economically and socially 
disadvantaged background about their difficulties at school and 
make them share their experiences.

b.

Components of 
Inclusive Schools
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D4. Tools for Social Inclusion in Classrooms

Create a positive atmosphere

a. Avoid labelling children from economically and
socially disadvantaged backgrounds.

b. Always refer to the school as “our school” and
the class as “our class”; avoid using a “me-and-
you model” that reinforces power structures.

c. Acknowledge students for small instances of
effort and achievement.

d. Celebrate effort as well as achievement; praise
students for reaching milestones as well as for
fulfilling end goals. Pack acknowledgments and
celebrations into every single class.

e. Reduce the parallels with prison. For example,
instead of using bells play songs for class
transitions.

Empower students

a. Teach students how to deal with anger and
frustration (e.g., counting to 10 and taking slow,
deep breaths)

b. Introduce learning-oriented consequences. For
example, a student who throws objects in the
classroom may be assigned a cleaning or
beautification project for the room.

c. Teach students to set goals to focus on what
they want.

Course content

a. Use examples that reflect the diversity of the
students’ socio-economic background.

b. Encourage all students to participate and give
examples from their communities which are
relevant to the lesson being taught.

c. Organize students’ presentations to assess their
understanding of the content that is taught in
class.

d. Ensure that all activities are creative rather
than money-based so that children from
economically and socially disadvantaged
background do not feel

excluded because they cannot afford to take 
part in them.   

e. Try to reduce homework to the minimum
by incorporating time for homework in
class or right after class. In higher grades
when academic requirement increases,
school can be responsible for children with
no academic support at home, without
making the parents feel bad or inferior.

Remedial classes

a. Provide special language support classes for
kids from economically and socially
disadvantaged background as they do not
get that support at home. These classes are
open to other children as well, and focus on
reading, writing and speaking skills to build
confidence and bridge the academic gap, if
there is any.

b. Provide remedial classes every day for all
children who need academic support and
not just economically and socially
disadvantaged children, to avoid tagging
children.

c. Remedial learning should not be pushed to
exams, but instead happen on a daily and
weekly basis.

Start a Mentor-Mentee program

a. Mentoring is a way of supporting children
who are having a hard time adapting to
school.

b. Pair students who have learning difficulties
with students from more advanced classes.

Celebrate diversity

Organize on a regular basis activities to
promote diversity. Have children from
different backgrounds make a presentation
about their religion, family and hobbies.



D4.1 Students with Disabilities 

      All children must feel that they are part of the 
classroom. If there are students with 
disabilities you will need to identify their 
needs to facilitate their learning process and 
adapt your teaching methods accordingly, this 
might affect the rooms used, activities, lecture 
delivery, the format of materials, coursework 
and assessment methods. Below are some 
practices that will make the classroom more 
amicable to students with disabilities 

Peer support 

a. Provide opportunities to facilitate positive
interactions among classmates to promote 
understanding and acceptance. Peer
support ensures that students with
disabilities feel well accepted.

b. Have the students in your class find out 5
things about other students. This could
include, favourite movie, size of family,
favourite hobby, etc. Leave time for
sharing.

c. Have students list the characteristics of
good friends. Once their list is done,
provide a discussion about the students
with disabilities being able to have those
same characteristics. is helps students
realize that they can be good friends with
students with disabilities.

d. Challenge your students to find two new
friends (encouraging those with
disabilities) over a period of two months,
and then ask them to talk in front of the
class about their new friendship.

Working with children with severe 
handicaps 

a. Prior to supporting the specific goal, it is
important to make sure you have their
attention. Typically, you'll be using a very
direct teaching method.

b. As much as possible, use grade appropriate
materials.

c. Identify some clear goals/expectations and
stick with it, it takes a great deal of time to
see success in most cases. Be consistent
and have predictable routines for
everything.

d. Make sure that everything is relevant to the
child you are working with.

e. Track progress carefully which will help
you know when the child is ready for the
next milestone.

f. Remember that these children don't often
generalize so be sure to teach the skill in a
variety of settings.

g. When the child has reached the goal, be sure 
to use the skill regularly to ensure mastery
of the skill continues

Vision Impairments 

a. When addressing the student who is blind
or visually impaired, speak in a normal
tone of voice. You will want to identify
yourself to them when approaching and let
them know when you are leaving

b. Do not think you cannot refer to sight such
as: "See", "look", "watch" or "read". A blind
student will use these words in their
vocabulary just like those who are sighted.
It is OK to use phrases like "Look over
here", etc.

c. Blindfold a student and conduct a few tasks 
in the classroom for them like sharpening a
pencil, finding their math book etc

d. Adapt your teaching styles, such as
speaking and writing clearly, or writing
larger on the board, and present learning
materials in different formats. If visual aids
are being used in the classroom, be sure to
supply verbal descriptions

e. Pupils with a visual impairment must have
the opportunity to meet with others who
have a visual impairment.

f. A visually impaired student is simply a
normal child with the same rules and
expectations as other children in the
classroom. They should be required to fulfil
the obligations any child their age is are
expected, but should also be provided with
the necessary modifications and support
when needed
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D5. Bilingual Teaching

A major barrier to inclusion can be language. Students from socio-economically disadvantaged 
backgrounds are likely to have little or zero knowledge of English and limited opportunities for 
exposure.  

In an English-medium school with peers who are already well-acquainted with English, these students 
face many challenges. Bilingual teaching, which involves the use of mother tongue along with English, 
in varying amounts, can prove to be a solution to this challenge.  

D5.1 Benefits of Bilingual teaching for socio-economically disadvantaged children

a. Bilingual programs have been found to be much more accessible and inclusionary for
disadvantaged students.

b. If the mother tongue is used for instruction in content areas like Mathematics and
Science, the child’s learning does not have to be postponed till he/she learns English.

c. Initial literacy in the mother tongue also means children can already make the
connection between spoken and written communication. When they are taught English
explicitly, they will find it easier to pick up these skills.

d. Use of the mother tongue will provide a stronger sense of identity and self-worth to
children. This can translate to social confidence.

e. Children would feel more comfortable and welcome in such an environment, compared
to one where they are immersed in a foreign language.

f. Use of the mother tongue will also foster self-expression and participation.

Boost in Brain Power
Recent research shows that bilingualism is a 
form of brain training - a mental ‘workout’ that 
fine-tunes the mind.  

Speaking two languages profoundly affects the 
brain and changes how the nervous system 
responds to sound. 

Higher Intelligence
Studies have shown that bilingual students 
generally academically outperform and score 
statistically higher on standardized college 
entrance exams than those who only speak one 
language. 

More Grey Matter
Grey matter, which makes bulk of nerve cells 
within the brain is responsible for muscle 
control, sensory perception such as hearing 
and seeing, memory, emotions and speech. 

 Studies have shown an association with grey 
matter and increased intellect, especially in 
areas of language, memory and attention. 

Studies using brain imaging showed that a 
bilingual brain has denser grey matter 
compared to monolingual participants.

Benefits of Bilingual Teaching



D6. Tools for making schools socially inclusive 

Schools are not only places of academic learning, 
but places of social learning as well. Parents, 
teachers and community members must work 
together to promote a more inclusive 
environment.  

First Generation Learners 

A large percentage of the children from 
economically and socially disadvantaged 
backgrounds seeking an education are first-
generation learners. Their parents have no 
formal education or even know how a classroom 
looks like. These kids have a huge disadvantage 
with respect to their peers because their parents 
are not able to participate in their education. 
Also many of them live in environments that do 
not encourage them to learn and continue their 
education.  

Strategies for Parents of First Generation 
Learners 

a. Include parents and provide adult support
and outreach. Build strong, long-term
relationships, identify the most critical areas
of need, and offer content that parents need
most. Offer on-site programs on such topics
as nutrition, hygiene, cleanliness, family
planning, physical abuse, social confidence
and study skill coaching for children.

b. Teach English language skills to parents of
economically and socially disadvantaged
children.

c. Hold parent-teacher meetings in Hindi so
parents can interact with each other and be
sensitive to the diversity in their children’s
school.

d. To involve parents from first generation
learners in the school environment, start a
volunteer program where they can
participate in various activities from
supporting the teacher or the administrative
staff.

e. Provide guidance, counselling and training to
all parents in order to sensitize them to the
idea of social inclusion.

Parental and Community Engagement 

Learning is not limited to the classroom. Parents 
and teachers must work together to make a 
positive contribution to the child learning. To get 
parents involved, the school must consider the 
diversity in languages and family background of 
its community. Below are some practices aimed 
at increasing parental engagement at school: 
a. Report student achievements in culturally

sensitive and respectful ways.
b. Consult with all families and community

members to identify issues and concerns
within the school.

c. Ensure that all families and community
members have access to school leaders.

d. Place ‘welcome’ signs around the school.
e. Review current school practices on inviting

families and community members to
participate and consider how this could be
improved

f. Talk to parents twice a week to inform them
about their children’s performance and the
curricula. Parents will start familiarizing with
school curriculum and get more involved.

g. Send circulars in Hindi and English
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D7. School Readiness and its role in social inclusion

D7.1 Current Status of school readiness of children in Delhi

The researching organization, Indus Action conducted School Readiness Surveys with 492 children 

from socio-economically disadvantaged groups falling in the age range of 3 to 6 years.  

The assessment included questions to gauge literacy and numeracy levels of children and the 

questionnaire was designed by qualified experts in Early Childhood Care and Education (ECCE) as 

well as learning & development. The questionnaire was graded and was of three types, one each 

for children aged 3 to 4 years, 4 to 5 years and 5 to 6 years. School  readiness of a child would be 

determined by the number of questions understood and answered correctly to the best of the 

knowledge of the child. 

The under mentioned figure details out the results of the school readiness assessment

The settings in which young children grow and develop, and the interactions and experiences they 

encounter in these highly formative years, set the stage for later learning. That is, the first 5 years are 

filled with antecedent events, experiences, and relationships that either support or diminish children’s 

abilities to benefit from new and ongoing opportunities and acquire basic and complex social–

emotional and cognitive skills. 

Thus, the degree to which children are poised for learning upon entering the formal school 

environment is predicated in very large part on what transpires well before they enter the school 

door. The cumulative effect of interrelated factors such as poverty, low parental education, parental 

mental health concerns, and living in a linguistically isolated household presents particular challenges 

for the development of young children. Early differences in performance do not necessarily 
disappear as children progress through school; in fact, the achievement gaps between children 
of advantaged and disadvantaged backgrounds tend to widen over time.

Children with interpersonal and behavioral competence engage more with peers and teachers, 

participate in classroom activities, enjoy learning, and are more likely to experience a positive 

transition from home to school).  

Hence readiness for school becomes an important factor for achieving social inclusion in class-rooms. 

School Readiness may be defined as a child and parents' readiness for the cognitive and 
socio-emotional pressures of formal schooling. It involves focus on performing activities that 
enhance a child's cognitive (pre-literacy & pre-numeracy), socio-emotional and creative 
development. The activities are led/enabled by parents who in turn work on their child 
engagement skills and routines. Parent engagement is key as it accelerates cognitive 
development and socio-emotional learning for a child.
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Insights from the school readiness assessments

An average of only 17% of the 492 children were school ready

60% of the parents of the total assessed children were interested in making their child 
school ready

The parents of all the school ready children still wanted to enroll for our SRP pilot program
to further improve their child’s performance

42 % of the parents of all the children assessed said that they could devote 1 hour a day 5 
days a week to help their child become school ready

31% of the parents of all the children assessed said that they could devote 1 hour a day 
twice a week to help their child become school ready

30% of the children aged 5 to 6 years had difficulties with the course curriculum of 3 to 4 
year olds

60% of the children aged 4 to 5 years had difficulties with the course curriculum of 3 to 4 
year olds

29 22 32
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D7.2 Experimental aspects to bring in social inclusivity through school readiness

School readiness for children and their families occurs through the development of positive 
relationships within the home (i.e.  parent–child relationships) and between the multiple interacting 
ecological systems of the home and other supportive environments (i.e., parent–teacher relationships). 
Early education and intervention programs can promote children’s readiness skills, including social– 
emotional competencies, via relational contexts that permeate across home and school systems. These 
include the teacher–child relationship, the parent–child relationship, and the parent–professional 
relationship. The latter two relationships have as a foundation the active engagement of parents as 
significant contributors to, and partners in, a child’s learning and development. It is these parent-based 
relationships that form the foundation of school readiness. We define parent engagement as comprising 
three dimensions of parental behaviors that are highly predictive of children’s social–emotional 
learning and cognitive development (NICHD Early Child Care Research Network, 2002):  

 parental warmth and sensitivity,
 support for a child’s emerging autonomy, and
 active participation in learning.

Parental warmth, sensitivity, contingent responsiveness to children’s cues, and emotional availability 
toward children are positively related to the development of secure relationships, children’s improved 
short-term cognitive and language skills , and long-term positive academic performance. Children in 
highly connected parent–child relationships tend to display positive social–emotional outcomes, such 
as strong pro-social orientations, numerous and high-quality friendships, and high levels of peer 
acceptance in kindergarten. 

D8.  Recommendations for better social inclusivity through school readiness:

The Broad Framework for implementation of the Integrated Child Development Services Mission
(2013) proposes 3 solutions to the problem of school readiness:

• Focusing on ECCE (Early Childhood Care and Education) as an integral part of the ICDS and 
not just nutrition.

• Parent led AWC (Anganwadi Committee) based interventions for coaching parents on early 
stimulation and care-giving.

• Parent led home based intervention for early childhood education.

Indus Action, through its two years of efforts in bridging the gap in these parental capacities, has designed a 
parent engagement program that helps disadvantaged families get cognitively and socially ready for school. 
The efforts included conducting a 5-week summer camp with budget private schools in 2016-17 for 
mothers and children in three low-income communities which yielded 35% average growth in numeracy 
and literacy levels of 4-6 year old children. Currently the organization runs a pilot program with 
150 families in Anganwadis with the following plan of action in partnership with Govt. of NCT of Delhi
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D8.1   Content of the curriculum(4 key habits)

The program provides books, handouts and resources designed in Hindi, to parents, to help them build 
simple habits that are necessary to provide quality cognitive stimulation to children in early childhood.  

These 4 key habits include:

i. Observing your child’s actions and behavior,
ii. Letting the child take initiative in activities,

iii. Asking for reasons and use why and what next questions in conversations,
iv. Asking your child about what and why of emotions.

As part of the curriculum a parent is given a check list of 100 to-do’s, 1 to-do for each day in the program as 
an attractive poster to put up on their home wall. The parent visits the Anganwadi Samiti member 
(Chairperson or social worker or parent member) once every week, to have a check-in conversation about 
what is happening at home and how are they progressing on building the above 4 habits. 

D8.2    Duration of the program

Through approximately 100 days of a cycle parents progress on and foster these 4 key habits necessary
for school readiness. The parent’s growth on the habits is self-assessed on a simple 5 point rubric, 3 times 
in the program, (beginning, middle and end) and recorded by the community facilitator to gauge progress 
and impact.  

D8.3    Expected Outcomes

 Parents on an average have a gain score of two points on the habits scale, to develop effective
habits for cognitive stimulation of the child.

 80% of the children in the program are school ready according to the School Readiness
Assessment (i.e. score 80% or above)

D9.    Recommendations for School Readiness of 12(1)(c) families:

In order to safeguard the 12(1)(c) families from academic achievement gaps in their school trajectory, it is 
important for support interventions to bridge the gaps before families enter school systems. It is highly 
recommended that : 

 The ICDS integrates intensive school readiness programs in Anganwadi centers from January to
March before disadvantaged families enter formal schooling.

 These programs must engage mothers or primary care-givers as key stakeholders for cognitive
stimulation and cultivating social emotional readiness in the child to attend school.

 RTE compliant private schools should take ownership to organize intensive summer camps
for bridging cognitive gaps and easing transitions for economically weaker section
families and children into schools before the academic year begins.
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E. Results of the Research

Key Results from Question 1

80% Applications to 40% schools for both the 

years and there has been no change in the 

40% most popular schools for 2016-17 and 

2017-18 

Enrolment Rate for CWSN category decreased 

to 39% in 2017-18 from 63% in 2016-17 

An average applicant selected 23% less 

schools in the “beyond 7 km” range and 14% 

more schools in the “0 to 3 km” range in 

2017-18 as compared to 2016-17, implying 

that applicants  in Delhi have become wiser in 

their school choices 

Only OBC(NCL) and SC category have seen 2 
to 2.6x growth in applicants with a decrease 
in EWS applicants

56% rise in applications and 50%decrease

in average number of school choices in 
2017-18 as compared to 2016-17

Median Annual Income for DG applicants in 

Delhi over two years is INR 2,65,873 

69.66% conversion rate from allotments to 
admissions for EWS category in 2016-17 as 
compared to 61.93% in 2017-18

33.5% conversion rate from allotments to 
admissions for DG category in 2016-17 as 
compared to 61.3% in 2017-18

There has been a 70% increase in the 
number of admissions in the DG category 
from 2016-17 to 2017-18 

Admitted students under DG quota are 

majorly from OBC and SC category (greater 

than 95%) for 2016-17 and 2017-18.

Key Results from Question 2

Retention

Retention rate has dropped from 91% in 

2016-17 to 83% in 2017-18 

Drop outs

Drop-out rate has decreased from 8% in 

2016-17 to 5.5% in 2017-18, due to better 

social inclusivity of children from EWS/DG 

categories. Out of this 5.5%, 3% were lottery 

drop-outs 

14.5% changed their school after joining 

through EWS/DG admissions, mostly because 

60% of the parents said that there were no 

free books and uniforms and the school was 

too far away 

Interventions required

Extra-tuition and classes are needed by 20% 

of the surveyed parents, which brings in a 

good scope for School Readiness programs 

for learning and development 

Other Qualitative Results

More than 50% of the surveyed parents 
whose children did not drop-out said that 
there was no form of physical punishment 
to the child at school 

20% of the surveyed parents said that the 
school was too far away and were also being 
charged for books and uniforms
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Key Results from Question 3

Composition of all grievances (2209 as of 
April 2018) received by the DoE:

41% of all grievances were about the school 
denying admission to lottery winners 

School Allotted too far - 11% 

School not providing uniforms/books - 13% 

School authorities harass parents and 
parents leave out of fear - 4% 

Schools not accepting valid government 
documents - 7%  

Not eligible for EWS quota as income 
marginally over INR 1 Lakh - 24% 

Recommendations

The information of specific officers who 
would be handling grievance redressal 
should be made public and freely accessible. 

This can be done during the time of the 
awareness campaigns, so that 
parents/guardians are aware of whom to 
approach.  

There should be a designated citizens 
community along with school management 
committees at the zone level, as the eyes and 
ears for reporting grievances and to handle 
complaints and to efficiently distribute 
workload.  

This can also ensure that the DDE’s office is 
not overburdened with complaints that may 
be resolved locally at the zone level. Operate 
a toll free helpline to assist applicants in the 
application and grievance redressal process. 

Key Results from Question 4

Recommendations to schools and teachers 
for inculcating practices of social inclusion
into classrooms

Creating a positive atmosphere by developing 

a sense of mutual respect and understanding 

between teachers and children 

Empowering  students from all back-grounds 
to take leadership initiatives in class 

Moulding course content which 
eliminates any biases towards children from a 
socio-economically disadvantaged 
background 

Extra academic support to be provided to 

children in need in the form of Remedial 

classes 

Starting Mentor-Mentee programs specifically 

to support socio-economically 

underprivileged children emotionally and 

academically 

Inclusivity for the differently abled

Encouraging peer support for disabled 

students to overcome emotional and physical 

barriers  

Working with severely handicapped children 

and involving them in the daily activities of 

the school  

Bilingual Teaching

Teaching in the form of a Hindi-English  

hybrid language helps children learn faster 

and better. This can help socio-economically 

disadvantaged children to cope up 

competently with their peers in school 
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F1. Recommendations to the government

Marginally increase the upper income limit of EWS category as 

people earning even marginally higher incomes are not able to 

apply for the provision and file grievances for the same 

Publicise the RTE 25% Grievance Redressal portal (a part of the 
online application MIS) to the citizens of Delhi through the means of 
posters, banners and radio jingles 

Deploy a fully function helpline which specifically caters to the 

grievances of potential beneficiaries of the RTE 25% provision. 

Push MCDs to move to an online Application Management 

Information System to avoid data digitization exercises as well as 

maintain updated reports of school reimbursement claims, seats 

available and student tracking 

Push for on-boarding all Private Unaided schools under the DoE 

Delhi into the online applications MIS, thereby providing potential 

beneficiaries of the RTE 25% provision with the option of online as 
well as offline applications for all schools

F. Recommendations

Creation of grievance reporting mechanisms at the zone level 

through a collaboration of the citizens with the SMCs of those 

zones to reduce the burden on DDE’s office and ensure a swift and 

efficient rederssal process for beneficiaries 
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F2.   Recommendations to schools to inculcate social inclusivity in classrooms

Academics

Remedial classes, irrespective of background. Onus 

should lie on the school, and not be shifted to parents 

Teachers

Special training for topics like teaching English as 

second language, value education, bilingual teaching 

etc 

Conduct programs to inculcate the value of respect and 

inclusion in parents, students and even non-teaching 

staff 

Community Engagement

Bridge programs for parents. Orientation of parents 

from all backgrounds. Circulars in vernacular 

language 

Special Measures

Role of school leader is pertinent to streamline 

academics and align the mindset of all stakeholders. 

This can be done by setting progressive and 

inclusive structures in school for all activities 
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F3.   Recommendations to MCDs for better implementation of RTE section 12(1)(c) in Delhi

 

a. School registration
i. School mapping (pin code, assembly constituency, locality and sub-locality will be

defined)

ii. Entry level classes in the school

iii. Educational system(Co-ed/girls or boys)

iv. Class-wise fee distribution of schools for reimbursements

b. Student applications
i. Decentralised method of filling applications - parents need not go to DEO’s office to file

an application, normally it is then forwarded to the respective school

ii. Increase in the number of school choices for beneficiaries

iii. Increase in the number of applications in for an academic cycle

c. Lottery process
i. The allotment of seats to children will take place in an online manner thereby reducing

the time taken to declare lottery results

ii. Subsequent rounds of lottery can also be declared in order to ensure all seats are

allotted

d. Data management
i. The data collected will be managed in an efficient manner and will eradicate the tedious

process of data digitization for tracking of cumulative school/area and category wise

applications, allotments, enrolments and rejections

e. Reimbursement claims
i. As the schools will provide data of fees and total available seats and enrolments it will

be easier to determine the reimbursement amount for schools

ii. However, the process of verification of the data provided by the schools has to be

ensured by the respective zonal administration of the MCD.

f. Grievance redressal
i. The online system hosted by the DoE can be employed by the MCDs

ii. The SLA and officials mapped for the resolution of the grievance will fall on the

regulating authority of the school allotted to the aggrieved family

iii. Capacity building of the grievance redressal officers from MCD can be undertaken by the

experienced officers of the DoE

iv. Additionally, the grievances from beneficiaries which applied to MCD regulated schools

are currently handled locally by the District Education Officers. However, there is no

officially recorded data of any grievances registered by the MCDs.

The current situation of the status of implementation of RTE 25% provision in MCD regulated schools in 
Delhi is a stark contrast to the progressive technological steps taken by the DoE to ensure the same. With 
over 1 Lakh applications every year to DoE regulated schools there were less than 1500 applications to MCD 
regulated schools. For the same reason it is recommended that all MCDs shift to the technological 
infrastructures/portals used by the DoE in order to improve the following processes for all private unaided 
schools regulated by the MCD
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Given the dismally low rates of applications and enrolments in the MCD zones of Delhi, it is imperative
that the MCD move to an online + offline system of filing applications. The same can be done shifting to
the already existing platforms of the DoE.

North and East MCD had expressed their desire regarding the same for the 2018-19
academic cycle however it did not materialize.

This process can be undertaken through the means of a clear agreement between the municipal bodies
and the DoE where the onus of the under mentioned responsibilities is taken by the MCD

i. Sourcing the school, seats and geographic information within time and providing it to 
DoE

ii. Any violation/litigation with regard to schools regulated by local bodies shall be 
responsibility of local bodies themselves, not DoE which will only play the role of 
facilitator for the online process
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Annexure 1

Research on question 3 was performed on IAs internal data-set and is not an accurate representation of the motivations 

and readiness of the  entirety of the population of Applicants and participating schools  as the sample has a certain degree 

of self selection bias, to eliminate the same and conduct accurate primary and secondary  research on the question 3. The 

methodology of conducting the research (Script for the interactions and relevant analysis to be performed has been 

mentioned here) 

Pre-formed answers were present which the telecaller would mark on the digital form if the parent spoke about one of the 

choices already provided, The  choices were not prompted by the telecallers to the parents.  In the event that the answer 

did not match any of the provided choices, the telecaller manually entered the answer of the parent.  Following is the set 

script for the tele-callers to conduct primary research on parent motivation by contacting parents(lottery winners) on

call:

Parent Survey Questionnaire 

Q1. क्या आपका बच्चा उसी प्राइवेट स्कूल में पढता ह ैजहााँ EWS/DG कोटे से एडममशन हुआ था? 

a) हााँ b) नही

1.1 यदि नहीं 

A) आपने अपने बचे्च का स्कूल में एडममशन नहीं कराया B) आपने अपने बचे्च का स्कूल में एडममशन तो कराया पर दिर बच्चे को

कुछ समय बाि मनकाल मलया

1.1.1 

A) 
आपने अपने बचे्च का स्कूल में एडममशन नहीं करवाया क्योंदक: 

1.1.1 a) क्या आपने बचे्च का स्कूल में एडममशन नहीं कराया क्योंदक बच्चे का चयन नहीं हुआ / बच्चे का नाम मलस्ट पे 

नहीं था / स्कूल वाला SMS नहीं आया 
हााँ नहीं 

1.1.1 b) क्या आपने बचे्च का स्कूल में एडममशन नहीं कराया क्योंदक स्कूल ने बच्चे को नहीं मलया क्योंदक बच्चे के प्रमाण 

पत्र / डाक्यूमेंट्  पूरे नहीं थे 
हााँ नहीं 

1.1.1 c) क्या आपने बचे्च का स्कूल में एडममशन नहीं कराया क्योंदक स्कूल कािी िरुी पे था और हम आना जाने का 

खचच नहीं उठा पा रह ेथे 
हााँ नहीं 

1.1.1 d) क्या आपने बचे्च का स्कूल में एडममशन नहीं कराया क्योंदक, स्कूल की मबल्डिंग / टॉयलेट / प्लेग्राउिंड / 

क्लासरूम खराब मस्थमत में है 
हााँ नहीं 

1.1.1 e) क्या आपने बचे्च का स्कूल में एडममशन नहीं कराया क्योंदक हम िसूरी जगह चले गए हााँ नहीं 

1.1.1 f) क्या आपने अपने बचे्च का स्कूल में एडममशन नहीं कराया क्योंदक आपको लगा स्कूल में पढाई अच्छी नहीं 

होती या स्कूल का माहौल ठीक नहीं है? 
हााँ नहीं 

G. Annexure 1
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1.1.1 g) अन्य उत्तर: 

1.1.1 B) आपने अपने बचे्च का स्कूल में एडममशन तो कराया पर दिर बच्चे को कुछ समय बाि मनकाल मलया क्योंदक: 

1.1.1 a) आपके बचे्च का EWS/DG कोटे में एडममशन दकस साल में हुआ था? 

1) 2010 2) 

2011 
3) 2012 4) 2013 5) 2014 6) 

2015 
7) 2016 8) 2017

1.1.1 b) आपके बचे्च का EWS/DG  कोटे में एडममशन दकस क्लास में हुआ था? 

1) KG 2) 1st 3) 2nd 4) 3rd 5) 4th 6) 5th 7) 6th 8) 7th 9) 8th 10) 9th

1.1.1 c) जब आपने बचे्च को मनकाला वह दकस क्लास में पढ रहा था? 

1) KG 2) 1st 3) 2nd 4) 3rd 5) 4th 6) 5th 7) 6th 8) 7th 9) 8th 10) 9th

1.1.1 d) मैंने अपने बचे्च को स्कूल से मनकाल मलया क्योंदक, क्लास के बचे्च  उसके साथ भेि भाव कर रह ेथे हााँ नहीं 

1.1.1 e) मैंने अपने बचे्च को स्कूल से मनकाल मलया क्योंदक, टीचर अथवा मप्रमसपल  उसके 

साथ भेि भाव कर रहे थे 
हााँ नहीं 

1.1.1 f) मैंने अपने बचे्च को स्कूल से मनकाल मलया क्योंदक, स्कूल हम से यूमनिामच / दकताब / िी्ड ट्रिप / एग्जाम के 

मलए िीस ले रहा था और हम खचच नहीं उठा पा रहे थे 
हााँ नहीं 

1.1.1 g) मैंने अपने बचे्च को स्कूल से मनकाल मलया क्योंदक, स्कूल कािी िरुी पे था और हम आना जाने का खचच नहीं 

उठा पा रह ेथे 
हााँ नहीं 

1.1.1 h) मैंने अपने बचे्च को स्कूल से मनकाल मलया क्योंदक हम िसूरी जगह चले गए हााँ नहीं 

1.1.1 i) मैंने अपने बचे्च को स्कूल से मनकाल मलया क्योंदक, वहााँ पढाई अच्छी तरह नहीं होती हााँ नहीं 

यदि हााँ, क्या आप 2 - 3 उिाहरण िकेे बता सकते ह ैआपको कैसे पता चला दक वहााँ पढाई अच्छी तरह नहीं होती? 

1) कॉपी चेक्ड

नहीं होती थी और

काम पूरा नहीं

होता थी

2) बच्चा

हमें नहीं

बता पता

की उसने

क्या

सीखा

3) बच्चे के साथ होम

वकच  के समय बैठते

समय या बचे्च का

टेस्ट लेते समय िखेा

था

4) मैंने 

क्लासरूम में 

टीचर को

उत्साह से 

पढाते हुए

नहीं िखेा

था

5) मैंने िसूरे माता

मपता  से सनुा था

6) मेरा बच्चा टेस्ट में

अच्छे निंबर नहीं लाता था

7) अन्य:

1.1.1 j) मैंने अपने बचे्च को स्कूल से मनकाल मलया क्योंदक, स्कूल की पढाई का लेवल कािी ज़्यािा था और हम बच्चे 

की पढाई में मिि नहीं करा पा रहे थे 
हााँ नहीं 

1.1.1 k) मैंने अपने बचे्च को स्कूल से मनकाल मलया क्योंदक, स्कूल की मबल्डिंग / टॉयलेट / प्लेग्राउिंड / क्लासरूम खराब 

मस्थमत में ह ै
हााँ नहीं 

1.1.1 l) अन्य उत्तर: 
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1.2 यदि हााँ, 

Q 1.2.1 आपके बचे्च का EWS/DG  कोटे में एडममशन दकस साल में हुआ था? 

1) 2010 2) 

2011 
3) 2012 4) 2013 5) 2014 6) 

2015 
7) 2016 8) 2017

Q 1.2.2 आपके बच्चे का EWS/DG कोटे में एडममशन दकस क्लास में हुआ था? 

1. Nursery 2) KG 3) 1st

Q 1.2.3 आपका बच्चा अभी दकस क्लास में पढता है? 

1) KG 2) 1st 3) 2nd 4) 3rd 5) 4th 6) 5th 7) 6th 8) 7th 9) 8th 10) 9th

Q 1.2.4 आप अपने स्कूल को 100 में से दकतने निंबर िनेा चाहेंगे 

1) 1 – 20 2) 21 -

40

3) 41 – 60 4) 61 - 80 5) 81 - 100

Q 1.2.5 आपको स्कूल के बारे में क्या पसिंि या पसिंि नहीं है? 

1.2.5 a) क्या  बचे्च की पढाई अच्छी हो रही ह?ै हााँ नहीं 

यदि हााँ या नहीं, क्या आप 2 - 3 उिाहरण िेके बता सकते ह ैआप ऐसा क्यों सोचते है 

1) कॉपी

हमेशा

चेक्ड

होती है

और

काम पूरा

होता है

(हााँ या

नहीं?)

2) बच्चा घर आके

बताता ह ैउसने

क्या सीखा

(हााँ या नहीं?)

3) बच्चे के साथ होम

वकच  के समय बैठते

समय या बचे्च का

टेस्ट लेते समय िखेा

है

(हााँ या नहीं?)

4) मैंने 

क्लासरूम में 

टीचर को

उत्साह से 

पढाते हुए

िखेा है

(हााँ या

नहीं?)

5) मैंने 

बाकी

मााँ 

बाप से 

सुना है

(हााँ या

नहीं?)

6) मेरा

बच्चा

टेस्ट में 

अच्छे

निंबर

लाता है

(हााँ या

नहीं?)

7) अन्य:

1.2.5 b) क्या टीचसच बच्चो के साथ अच्छा व्यवहार करते है? हााँ नहीं 

यदि हााँ, क्या आप 2 - 3 उिाहरण िकेे बता सकते ह ैआप ऐसा क्यों सोचते है 

1) टीचर बच्चो पे हाथ नहीं

उठाते

2) टीचर बच्चो से सम्मान पूवचक बात

करते है

3) टीचर बचे्च को

क्लासरूम में पूरा

ध्यान ितेे है

4) अन्य

1.2.5 c) क्या बचे्च के साथ दकसी प्रकार का भेि भाव होता है? (जैसे टीचर बचे्च को अलग क्लास में मबठाते ह)ै हााँ नहीं 
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1.2.5 d) क्या स्कूल की मबल्डिंग / टॉयलेट / प्लेग्राउिं ड / क्लासरूम अच्छी मस्थमत में थे? हााँ नहीं 

1.2.5 e) क्या स्कूल घर से पास ह?ै हााँ नहीं 

1.2.5 f) आपको स्कूल पहुिंचने में दकतना समय लगता है? हााँ नहीं 

a. 0-15 mnts b) 15-30 mnts c) 30 mnts+

1.2.5 g) क्या स्कूल मैं यूमनिामच, दकताब, पने-पेंमसल इत्यादि मुफ्त ह ैऔर दकसी और तरह की िी चुकानी पड़ती है? हााँ नहीं 

1.2.5 h) क्या स्कूल में समय समय पे PTM / टीचर और माता मपता  की मीटटिंग होती है? हााँ नहीं 

1.2.5 i) क्या स्कूल के टीचर लप्रिंमसपल और बाकी कमचचारी पेरेंट्स से सम्मानपूवचक बात करते? हााँ नहीं 

1.2.5 j) क्या स्कूल में पढाई के अलावा स्कूल में खेल खुि, नाच गाने, नाटक जैसी और भी कायचक्रम  होते ह?ै हााँ नहीं 

1.2.5 k) क्या स्कूल बच्चे से सम्बिंमित जानकारी समय से ितेा है? हााँ नहीं 

Q 1.2.6 आप अपने स्कूल से दकस प्रकार की सहायता चाहते है 

1) 

एक्स्िा 

क्लास / 

तुईश 

2) 

होम 

वकच  में 

मिि 

3) माता

मपता के

मलए बचे्च 

को पढाने

के मलए

और बचे्च 

की िखे

रेख करने 

के मलए

िेमनग 

4) स्कालरमशप/छात्र

वृमत्त सम्बिंमित

जानकारी

5) स्कालरमशप / छात्र

वृमत्त सम्बिंमित एग्जाम

की तैयारी

6) यूमनिामच /दकताब / पेन-पेंमसल /

एग्जाम इत्यादि िी माफ़ होनी

चामहए

7) अन्य:
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Report Commission letter

This report was commissioned on the 22nd of November 2017 by the Delhi Commission for Protection of Child Rights and the 

responsibility of undertaking the same was given to Indus Action  
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Table 1 : DoE District wise Enrolment Rates for the last two years 

Table 2 : Top 10 popular schools by applications in 2017-18 

DoE District 

Enrolment Rate % 

2017-18

Central 76.95  

New Delhi 70.28  

South 66.84  

South West A 65.87  

East 61.11  

West A 57.39  

North West B 56.80  

North West A 54.25  

North 53.88  

West B 53.60  

South West B 46.73  

North East 37.12  

Grand Total 52.46 

DoE District 

Enrolment Rate % 

2016-17 

New Delhi 80.99  

Central 78.69  

South 74.71  

South West A 71.61  

North 71.41  

West A 65.40  

North West B 64.42  

North West A 63.47  

West B 61.54  

East 60.41  

South West B 53.58  

North East 44.62  

Grand Total 60.62 

Name of School Number of 
Applications 

DAV PUBLIC SCHOOL, VASANT KUNJ 17117 
LOVELY PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL 8335 

BAL BHARATI PUBLIC SCHOOL 8115 
ARWACHIN BHARTI BHAWANSR. SEC. SCHOOL 6530 

GREENFIELDS PUBLIC SCHOOL 6464 
G D Goenka Public School 6233 

Guru Harkrishan Public School 6202 
NATIONAL PUBLIC SCHOOL 6155 

S.S. MOTA SINGH MODEL SCHOOL(SR. SEE.) 6045 
SALWAN PUBLIC SCHOOL 6017 

H. Annexure 2
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 Table 3 : Schools Showing non-compliance over both the 2016-17 and 2017-18 academic sessions 

School ID  School Name  

1104389  AMAR PREM SCHOOL  

1105191  EMINENT PUBLIC SCHOOL 

1104412  Ganga Convent Public School 

1822218  GREEN GOLD MODEL SCHOOL 

1104410  Green Vales School  

1104376  KAPIL VIDYA MANDIR  

1617150  KARTURI MODEL SCHOOL  

1104287  KRISHNA BHARTI MODEL SCHOOL 14  

1104404  Laxman Memorial Public School 

1104387  LAXMAN MODERN PUBLIC SCHOOL 

1411126  Manender Shakti Vidyalaya  

1514074  
MATA BALWANT KAUR PUBLIC 

SCHOOL  

1617144  NIHAL SINGH PUBLIC SCHOOL 

1104268  NITY PUBLIC SCHOOL 

1104375  RAM NARESH PUBLIC SCHOOL 

1618220  SARASWATI SIKSHA MANDIR 

1822243  Shanti Gyan International School 

1104399  VIJAY DEEP PUBLIC SCHOOL 
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     Table 4 : Locality wise Enrolment Rates and other quantitative parameters for 2017-18 

Locality 

Number of 
applying 
families 

Number of 
Allotments 

% 
Allotments 

Number of 
Admissions 

% 
Admissions 
of Allotted 

1688 Barracks 1 1 100% 1 100% 
Adarsh Nagar 206 48 23% 23 48% 

Agar Nagar 74 42 57% 28 67% 
Aggarwal Colony 1 1 100% 0 0% 

Ajmeri Gate 164 33 20% 13 39% 
Akbarpur Majra Village 25 14 56% 13 93% 

Alaknanda 40 23 58% 19 83% 
Ali 30 19 63% 8 42% 

Alipur Village 130 84 65% 46 55% 
Anand Niketan 11 7 64% 5 71% 
Anand Parbat 355 51 14% 36 71% 
Anand Vihar 252 224 89% 205 92% 

Andrews Ganj 34 21 62% 17 81% 
Ansari Nagar East 5 1 20% 0 0% 
Ansari Nagar West 5 4 80% 3 75% 

Arya Nagar 6 2 33% 0 0% 
Asalatpur Khawad 1 1 100% 1 100% 

Ashok Nagar 65 43 66% 19 44% 
Ashok Vihar 1322 511 39% 402 79% 

Asola 21 0 0% 0 - 
Auchandi Village 14 14 100% 7 50% 
Aurangzeb Road 4 1 25% 0 0% 

Aya Nagar 27 1 4% 1 100% 
Azadpur 440 145 33% 93 64% 

B K Dutt Colony 13 3 23% 1 33% 
Baba Kharak Singh Marg 

Area 9 6 67% 4 67% 
Babupur Village 14 1 7% 0 0% 

Badarpur 117 104 89% 57 55% 
Badu Sarai 6 6 100% 1 17% 
Bahamnoli 2 2 100% 0 0% 
Bairampur 1 0 0% 0 - 
Bakarwala 32 30 94% 15 50% 

Bakhtawar Pur Village 88 65 74% 44 68% 
Bakkarwala 67 59 88% 14 24% 
Bali Nagar 19 19 100% 11 58% 

Baljeet Vihar 52 47 90% 33 70% 
Bankner 46 13 28% 6 46% 

Bankoli Village 37 36 97% 25 69% 
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Locality 

Number of 
applying 
families 

Number of 
Allotments 

% 
Allotments 

Number of 
Admissions 

% 
Admissions 
of Alloted 

Baprola 45 44 98% 30 68% 
Barakhamba 9 3 33% 1 33% 

Baroda House 3 3 100% 3 100% 
Barwala 28 15 54% 10 67% 
Bawana 211 183 87% 76 42% 

Bazid Pur Thakran 
Village 12 12 100% 2 17% 

Begumpur 110 33 30% 22 67% 
Ber Sarai 3 0 0% 0 - 

Bhagirathi Vihar 64 30 47% 16 53% 
Bhalswa 172 89 52% 43 48% 

Bharti Nagar 3 2 67% 2 100% 
Bhatti Kalan 4 0 0% 0 - 

Bijwasan 65 59 91% 29 49% 
Bindapur 147 120 82% 58 48% 

Budh Vihar 1110 569 51% 297 52% 
Budhpur Bijapur Village 21 14 67% 8 57% 

BudhVihar 49 23 47% 12 52% 
Burari 757 378 50% 249 66% 

Central Ridge Reserve 
Forest 1 0 0% 0 - 

Central Secretariat 1 0 0% 0 - 
Chanakyapuri 183 59 32% 28 47% 
Chandan Hola 74 28 38% 20 71% 

Chandni Chowk 321 82 26% 40 49% 
Chandpur Village 3 3 100% 2 67% 

Chawla 27 22 81% 14 64% 
Chhatarpur 230 98 43% 35 36% 
Chirag Delhi 171 62 36% 53 85% 

Chittaranjan Park 14 8 57% 6 75% 
Civil Lines 108 23 21% 7 30% 

Connaught Place 16 6 38% 4 67% 
Copernicus Marg 7 7 100% 6 86% 

Dabri 284 168 59% 88 52% 
Dakshinpuri 757 152 20% 106 70% 

Dallupura 119 42 35% 27 64% 
Darayapur Kalan Village 21 21 100% 12 57% 

Daryaganj 417 127 30% 81 64% 
Daryapur Khurd Village 1 1 100% 0 0% 

Dasghara 17 5 29% 4 80% 
Dasrathpuri 100 60 60% 26 43% 

Daulatpur Village 8 6 75% 2 33% 
Daya Basti 18 2 11% 0 0% 

Defence Colony 38 18 47% 16 89% 
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Locality 

Number of 
applying 
families 

Number of 
Allotments 

% 
Allotments 

Number of 
Admissions 

% 
Admissions 
of Alloted 

Delhi Cantonment 46 25 54% 10 40% 
Delhi Race Club 2 2 100% 0 0% 

Dera Mandi 3 0 0% 0 - 
Dhansa Village 7 5 71% 5 100% 
Dharampura 57 42 74% 3 7% 
Dhaula Kuan 4 3 75% 3 100% 

Dichaon Kalan 8 7 88% 4 57% 
Dilshad Garden 1609 679 42% 324 48% 

Dinpur 18 15 83% 11 73% 
DLF Ankur Vihar 2 0 0% 0 - 

Dr. Mukherjee Nagar 101 52 51% 43 83% 
Dwarka 1485 1199 81% 764 64% 

East Of Kailash 222 152 68% 122 80% 
Fateh Nagar 13 13 100% 11 85% 

Fatehpur Beri 16 2 13% 0 0% 
Friends Colony 2 1 50% 0 0% 

Gagan Vihar 9 1 11% 0 0% 
Ganesh Nagar 97 33 34% 19 58% 

Garhi 15 11 73% 1 9% 
Garhi Randhala Village 4 3 75% 2 67% 

Gautam Nagar 36 21 58% 18 86% 
Gawal Pahari Village 1 0 0% 0 - 

Geeta Colony 509 222 44% 124 56% 
Ghasipura 1 1 100% 1 100% 
Ghazipur 138 71 51% 40 56% 
Ghevra 8 6 75% 4 67% 
Ghitorni 25 11 44% 8 73% 

Ghoga Village 3 2 67% 0 0% 
Ghumanhera Village 10 9 90% 9 100% 

Gokalpur 377 216 57% 91 42% 
Gole Market 52 21 40% 15 71% 

Golf Links 1 1 100% 0 0% 
Gopalpur Village 9 2 22% 2 100% 

Govindpuri 172 29 17% 15 52% 
Goyla Khurd 36 32 89% 24 75% 

Greater Kailash 190 156 82% 136 87% 
Green Park 9 4 44% 4 100% 

Gujranwala Town 14 11 79% 5 45% 
Gulabi Bagh 133 64 48% 48 75% 

Guru Teg Bahadur 
Nagar 74 54 73% 37 69% 

Hamdard Nagar 14 1 7% 0 0% 
Hamidpur Village 21 16 76% 12 75% 

Hari Nagar 98 56 57% 38 68% 
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Locality 

Number of 
applying 
families 

Number of 
Allotments 

% 
Allotments 

Number of 
Admissions 

% 
Admissions 
of Alloted 

Hari Nagar Ashram 138 44 32% 29 66% 
Hari Nagar Colony 2 2 100% 0 0% 
Hasanpur Village 12 4 33% 0 0% 

Hastsal 385 299 78% 187 63% 
Hauz Khas 55 21 38% 15 71% 

Hiran Kudna 17 17 100% 10 59% 
Hiranki Village 13 4 31% 3 75% 

Holambi Kalan Village 176 0 0% 0 - 
Holambi Khurd Village 16 9 56% 7 78% 

Hyderabad House 2 0 0% 0 - 
INA Colony 1 0 0% 0 - 
Inderpuri 243 116 48% 81 70% 
India Gate 10 7 70% 4 57% 

Indian Agricultural 
Research Institute Pusa 2 1 50% 1 100% 

Indira Market 1 0 0% 0 - 
Indralok 44 30 68% 6 20% 
IP Estate 11 4 36% 1 25% 

Iradat Nagar 11 4 36% 1 25% 
Issapur Village 1 1 100% 1 100% 

Jaffarpur Kalan Village 11 10 91% 8 80% 
Jahangirpuri 968 240 25% 100 42% 

Jaitpur 366 293 80% 179 61% 
Jal Vihar 15 7 47% 2 29% 

Janak Puri 223 177 79% 123 69% 
Jangpura 90 5 6% 1 20% 

Jasola Vihar 77 24 31% 2 8% 
Jat Khor Village 2 2 100% 1 50% 
Jawahar Nagar 6 0 0% 0 - 

Jawaharlal Nehru 
University 8 2 25% 1 50% 

Jhandewalan 19 8 42% 5 63% 
Jhangola 7 5 71% 5 100% 

Jharoda Kalan 39 39 100% 34 87% 
Jhatikara 5 4 80% 4 100% 

Jhilmil Colony 209 153 73% 98 64% 
Jhuljhuli Village 1 1 100% 1 100% 

Johripur 61 32 52% 16 50% 
Jonti Village 8 7 88% 6 86% 

Jorbagh 4 0 0% 0 - 
Juanapur 5 0 0% 0 - 

Kadipur Village 55 21 38% 16 76% 
Kair Village 5 5 100% 4 80% 

Kalkaji 239 71 30% 57 80% 
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Locality 

Number of 
applying 
families 

Number of 
Allotments 

% 
Allotments 

Number of 
Admissions 

% 
Admissions 
of Alloted 

Kalu Sarai 24 14 58% 13 93% 
Kalyan Vihar 13 7 54% 6 86% 
Kalyanpuri 519 131 25% 52 40% 

Kamaruddin Nagar 9 7 78% 5 71% 
Kamla Nagar 42 9 21% 5 56% 

Kangan Heri Village 4 3 75% 2 67% 
Kanjhawala Village 35 27 77% 13 48% 

Kapas Hera 30 25 83% 14 56% 
Kapashera Estate 2 2 100% 0 0% 

Karala 270 247 91% 141 57% 
Karampura 34 20 59% 14 70% 

Karawal Nagar 456 285 63% 154 54% 
Karol Bagh 1336 305 23% 241 79% 

Kashmiri Gate 3 0 0% 0 - 
Katewara Village 1 1 100% 0 0% 

Katwaria Sarai 28 6 21% 4 67% 
Khaira Village 3 3 100% 2 67% 
Khajuri Khas 187 86 46% 48 56% 

Khampur Village 6 5 83% 5 100% 
Khanpur 315 56 18% 34 61% 

Kharkhari Naha Village 2 2 100% 2 100% 
Kharkhari Rond Village 2 2 100% 2 100% 

Khera Dabar Village 2 2 100% 1 50% 
Khera Kalan Village 19 11 58% 3 27% 
Khera Khurd Village 65 32 49% 27 84% 

Kidwai Nagar 7 2 29% 2 100% 
Kirti Nagar 93 81 87% 54 67% 

Kishan Ganj 148 27 18% 8 30% 
Kondli 384 140 36% 89 64% 

Krishna Manon Lane 
Area 1 0 0% 0 - 

Krishna Nagar 887 382 43% 253 66% 
Krishna Vihar 109 34 31% 12 35% 

Lado Sarai 81 19 23% 12 63% 
Ladpur Village 19 16 84% 12 75% 
Lajpat Nagar 149 64 43% 45 70% 

Lakshmi Nagar 357 143 40% 80 56% 
Lal Kuan 34 27 79% 12 44% 

Lalbag Colony 36 2 6% 0 0% 
Lampur Village 7 1 14% 0 0% 

Laxmi Bai Nagar 11 1 9% 0 0% 
Lodhi Colony 93 50 54% 38 76% 
Lodhi Estate 13 7 54% 5 71% 

Loni 2 2 100% 1 50% 
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Locality 

Number of 
applying 
families 

Number of 
Allotments 

% 
Allotments 

Number of 
Admissions 

% 
Admissions 
of Alloted 

Madangir 605 89 15% 65 73% 
Madanpur Dabas 

Village 36 32 89% 23 72% 
Madanpur Khadar 263 151 57% 75 50% 

Madhu Vihar 203 165 81% 100 61% 
Mahatma Jyoti Rao 

Phule Marg Area 1 1 100% 1 100% 
Mahavir Enclave 536 326 61% 153 47% 

Mahipalpur 174 47 27% 16 34% 
Malikpur Zer Village 3 3 100% 0 0% 

Malka Ganj 172 36 21% 17 47% 
Malviya Nagar 409 194 47% 158 81% 

Man Singh Road Area 1 0 0% 0 - 
Mandawali 1042 278 27% 170 61% 

Mandhela Kalan Village 1 0 0% 0 - 
Mandhela Khurd Village 1 1 100% 0 0% 

Mandi 6 0 0% 0 - 
Mandi House 15 8 53% 7 88% 

Mandoli 1400 717 51% 330 46% 
Mangolpuri 1813 333 18% 152 46% 

Mansarovar Garden 10 9 90% 8 89% 
Matiala 249 201 81% 131 65% 

Maulana Azad Medical 
College Campus 7 2 29% 2 100% 

Mayapuri 17 14 82% 11 79% 
Mayur Vihar II 26 5 19% 1 20% 
Mayur Vihar III 719 169 24% 101 60% 

Mayur Vihar Phase1 950 262 28% 174 66% 
MayurVihar Phase -II 9 2 22% 0 0% 

Mehram Nagar 5 1 20% 0 0% 
Mehrauli 338 166 49% 78 47% 
Mithapur 78 71 91% 28 39% 

Model Town 245 110 45% 64 58% 
Mohdpur Rajanpur 

Village 2 2 100% 2 100% 
Molarband 23 21 91% 15 71% 
Mori Gate 9 0 0% 0 - 

Moti Bagh North 11 11 100% 6 55% 
Moti Bagh South 81 74 91% 48 65% 

Moti Nagar 62 47 76% 29 62% 
Motilal Nehru Marg 

Area 1 0 0% 0 - 
Mubarakpur Dabas 55 33 60% 19 58% 
Mukmelpur Village 57 29 51% 18 62% 
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Locality 

Number of 
applying 
families 

Number of 
Allotments 

% 
Allotments 

Number of 
Admissions 

% 
Admissions 
of Alloted 

Mukundpur 154 63 41% 32 51% 
Mundka 56 48 86% 26 54% 

Mungashpur Village 4 3 75% 3 100% 
Munirka 112 40 36% 32 80% 

Mustafabad 749 284 38% 152 54% 
Najafgarh 675 620 92% 385 62% 

Najafgarh Road 
Industrial Area 4 2 50% 1 50% 

Nanak Heri Village 8 8 100% 4 50% 
Nangal Thakuran Village 5 4 80% 3 75% 

Nangli Puna 2 2 100% 2 100% 
Nangli Sakrawati 76 66 87% 44 67% 

Nangloi 2057 1185 58% 602 51% 
Naraina 159 57 36% 39 68% 
Narela 983 301 31% 144 48% 

Narsirpur 41 19 46% 11 58% 
Nasbandi Colony 1 1 100% 0 0% 

Nawada 283 218 77% 94 43% 
Neelwal Village 1 1 100% 0 0% 

Neeti Bagh 2 2 100% 2 100% 
Netaji Nagar 11 1 9% 0 0% 

New Ashok Nagar 86 31 36% 16 52% 
New Basti 1 0 0% 0 - 

New Friends Colony 110 34 31% 26 76% 
New Moti Bagh 3 1 33% 0 0% 

New Rajendra Nagar 9 8 89% 6 75% 
Nilothi 160 116 73% 57 49% 

Nizamuddin East 25 0 0% 0 - 
Nizamuddin West 201 58 29% 52 90% 

North Campus 34 12 35% 10 83% 
Okhla 341 77 23% 43 56% 

Okhla Industrial Area 65 24 37% 14 58% 
Old Rajendra Nagar 30 25 83% 22 88% 

Old Seemapuri 215 51 24% 21 41% 
Paharganj 495 61 12% 23 38% 

Palam 701 475 68% 284 60% 
Palla 23 13 57% 13 100% 

Panchsheel Enclave 8 4 50% 4 100% 
Panchsheel Park 17 6 35% 5 83% 

Pandav Nagar 187 54 29% 30 56% 
Paprawat Village 15 15 100% 10 67% 

Paschim Vihar 1597 802 50% 573 71% 
Pataudi House 2 2 100% 2 100% 

Patel Nagar 610 220 36% 95 43% 
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Locality 

Number of 
applying 
families 

Number of 
Allotments 

% 
Allotments 

Number of 
Admissions 

% 
Admissions 
of Alloted 

Patparganj 231 113 49% 97 86% 
Pind Wala Khurd Village 1 0 0% 0 - 
Pindwala Kalan Village 4 2 50% 1 50% 

Pitampura 365 310 85% 249 80% 
Pragati Maidan 5 1 20% 1 100% 

Preet Vihar 84 71 85% 58 82% 
Prem Nagar 288 189 66% 112 59% 

President's Estate 3 1 33% 1 100% 
Pulpehladpur 34 23 68% 5 22% 

Punjab Khor Village 2 2 100% 0 0% 
Punjabi Bagh 847 218 26% 154 71% 
Pushpa Vihar 95 21 22% 14 67% 

Puth Khurd Village 30 22 73% 7 32% 
Qutab Enclave 2 1 50% 0 0% 

Qutab Garh Village 8 7 88% 4 57% 
Qutab Institutional Area 1 0 0% 0 - 

Qutub Vihar 50 46 92% 26 57% 
Rabindra Nagar 1 0 0% 0 - 

Raj Nagar 222 170 77% 107 63% 
Raja Garden 13 6 46% 4 67% 

Rajendra Place 1 1 100% 1 100% 
Rajokri 13 9 69% 5 56% 

Rajouri Garden 128 65 51% 35 54% 
Ram Nagar 21 10 48% 1 10% 

Ramakrishna Puram 274 90 33% 57 63% 
Ramesh Nagar 39 31 79% 17 55% 

Rangpuri 132 38 29% 16 42% 
Ranhola 33 24 73% 13 54% 

Rani Khera 32 25 78% 9 36% 
Ranjeet Nagar 102 35 34% 17 49% 
Razapur Khurd 68 65 96% 51 78% 

Rewla Khanpur Village 4 4 100% 4 100% 
Rohini 4016 2648 66% 1616 61% 

Roop Nagar 10 6 60% 2 33% 
Saboli 125 96 77% 53 55% 

Sadar Bazar 232 32 14% 8 25% 
Sadiq Nagar 20 11 55% 11 100% 

Sadullahabad Village 12 0 0% 0 - 
Safdarjung Enclave 166 87 52% 74 85% 

Sagarpur 644 374 58% 190 51% 
Sahibabad 2 0 0% 0 - 

Sainik Farm 65 43 66% 34 79% 
Saket 131 94 72% 78 83% 
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Locality 

Number of 
applying 
families 

Number of 
Allotments 

% 
Allotments 

Number of 
Admissions 

% 
Admissions 
of Alloted 

Sakti Nagar 5 3 60% 0 0% 
Salahpur Majra Village 4 3 75% 2 67% 

Samaipur 296 133 45% 49 37% 
Samalka 4 2 50% 1 50% 

Samaspur Khalsa 2 2 100% 2 100% 
Sangam Vihar 1462 417 29% 188 45% 
Sanoth Village 11 2 18% 1 50% 

Sansad Marg Road Area 1 1 100% 1 100% 
Sarai Kale Khan 28 1 4% 0 0% 

Sarai Rohilla 62 1 2% 0 0% 
Sarita Vihar 107 60 56% 28 47% 

Sarojini Nagar 22 4 18% 1 25% 
Sarvapriya Vihar 8 3 38% 2 67% 
Sarvodya Enclave 14 8 57% 6 75% 

Satbari 34 9 26% 5 56% 
Sawda 25 24 96% 4 17% 

Sector 7 4 2 50% 0 0% 
Sector 9 2 1 50% 0 0% 

Seemapuri 684 176 26% 38 22% 
Sewa Nagar 45 15 33% 9 60% 

Shadipur 246 99 40% 32 32% 
Shahdara 3446 1453 42% 790 54% 

Shakarpur Khas 198 63 32% 39 62% 
Shakti Nagar 60 23 38% 16 70% 
Shakurbasti 139 103 74% 83 81% 
Shakurpur 679 328 48% 261 80% 

Shalimar Bagh 738 406 55% 316 78% 
Shankar Vihar 1 1 100% 1 100% 
Shastri Nagar 196 55 28% 31 56% 
Sheikh Sarai 91 35 38% 26 74% 

Sherpur Extention 3 3 100% 0 0% 
Shikarpur Village 2 1 50% 0 0% 
Siddhartha Nagar 7 1 14% 1 100% 

Singhu 5 4 80% 1 25% 
Siri Fort 24 14 58% 10 71% 
Sirsapur 59 32 54% 19 59% 
Sitapuri 175 117 67% 54 46% 

Soami Nagar 2 1 50% 1 100% 
Sonia Vihar 78 35 45% 15 43% 

South Extension II 32 7 22% 6 86% 
South Extension Part 1 99 33 33% 21 64% 

Srinivaspuri 283 100 35% 66 66% 
Subhash Nagar 49 29 59% 19 66% 
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Locality 

Number of 
applying 
families 

Number of 
Allotments 

% 
Allotments 

Number of 
Admissions 

% 
Admissions 
of Alloted 

Subroto Park 1 1 100% 0 0% 
Subzi Mandi 120 25 21% 9 36% 

Sudershan Park 50 28 56% 17 61% 
Sujan Singh Park 4 0 0% 0 - 

Sultanpur 17 11 65% 9 82% 
Sultanpur Dabas 14 12 86% 6 50% 

Sultanpuri 2214 1035 47% 418 40% 
Sundar Nagar 18 8 44% 8 100% 

Sungerpur 9 3 33% 3 100% 
Sunlight Colony 67 22 33% 19 86% 
Surajmal Vihar 3 3 100% 3 100% 
Surehra Village 4 4 100% 2 50% 

Surya Nagar 6 0 0% 0 - 
Swasthya Vihar 76 38 50% 29 76% 
Tagore Garden 

Extension 457 96 21% 58 60% 
Tajpur Kalan Village 8 5 63% 1 20% 

Tajpur Khurd 5 5 100% 5 100% 
Teen Murti Marg Area 1 0 0% 0 - 

Tetesar Village 2 2 100% 0 0% 
Tiggi Pur Village 6 1 17% 1 100% 

Tihar Village 46 29 63% 12 41% 
Tikri Kalan 9 6 67% 3 50% 
Tilak Nagar 588 366 62% 246 67% 

Tilangpur Kotla 16 15 94% 8 53% 
Timarpur 63 13 21% 6 46% 
Tis Hazari 34 6 18% 0 0% 
Todapur 26 11 42% 8 73% 
Tri Nagar 213 141 66% 60 43% 
Trilokpuri 1520 432 28% 171 40% 

Tughlak Road Area 2 0 0% 0 - 
Tughlakabad 402 88 22% 37 42% 
Ujwa Village 1 1 100% 0 0% 
Uttam Nagar 1929 1361 71% 567 42% 
Vasant Kunj 454 373 82% 274 73% 
Vasant Vihar 391 247 63% 198 80% 

Vasundhara Enclave 98 52 53% 38 73% 
Vayusenabad 3 0 0% 0 - 

Ved Vihar 1 1 100% 0 0% 
Vijay Nagar 19 12 63% 8 67% 
Vijay Vihar 63 11 17% 0 0% 
Vikas Nagar 142 112 79% 63 56% 
Vikas Puri 358 330 92% 242 73% 

Vikash Nagar 23 16 70% 1 6% 
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Table 5: Schools non-complaint in 2017-18 

School Name 
School 

ID Allotments Admissions 
AMAR PREM SCHOOL 1104389 20 0 

DELHI JAIN PUBLIC SCHOOL 1821141 19 0 
EMINENT PUBLIC SCHOOL 1105191 15 0 

Ganga Convent Public School 1104412 20 0 
GIAN VARSHA PUBLIC SCHOOL 1618213 24 0 
GREEN GOLD MODEL SCHOOL 1822218 4 0 
GREEN LITE PUBLIC SCHOOL 1001197 3 0 

Green Vales School 1104410 39 0 
Green Venus Public School 1104310 30 0 

KAPIL VIDYA MANDIR 1104376 8 0 
KARTURI MODEL SCHOOL 1617150 15 0 

KRISHNA BHARTI MODEL SCHOOL 14 1104287 19 0 
Laxman Memorial Public School 1104404 20 0 

LAXMAN MODERN PUBLIC SCHOOL 1104387 19 0 
Manender Shakti Vidyalaya 1411126 7 0 

MATA BALWANT KAUR PUBLIC SCHOOL 1514074 5 0 
NEW ERA CONVENT SCHOOL 1104390 23 0 
NIHAL SINGH PUBLIC SCHOOL 1617144 12 0 

NITY PUBLIC SCHOOL 1104268 39 0 
PT. DIWAN CHAND PUBLIC SCHOOL 1104379 21 0 

RAM NARESH PUBLIC SCHOOL 1104375 20 0 
SARASWATI SIKSHA MANDIR 1618220 13 0 

Shanti Gyan International School 1822243 5 0 
ST. GEE VARGHESH PUBLIC SCHOOL 1002297 13 0 

Tula Ram Public School 1413264 7 0 
VIJAY DEEP PUBLIC SCHOOL 1104399 18 0 

Locality 

Number of 
applying 
families 

Number of 
Allotments 

% 
Allotments 

Number of 
Admissions 

% 
Admissions 
of Alloted 

Vinod Nagar East 105 29 28% 16 55% 
Vinod Nagar North 78 22 28% 12 55% 
Vinod Nagar West 416 111 27% 64 58% 

Vishnu Garden 331 122 37% 72 59% 
Vivek Vihar 49 47 96% 34 72% 
Wazirabad 87 26 30% 16 62% 

Yamuna Bank 1 0 0% 0 - 
Yusuf Sarai 11 9 82% 8 89% 

Zakhira 9 1 11% 1 100% 
Zindpur Village 10 10 100% 5 50% 
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Table 6: Schools non-complaint in 2016-17 

School Name 
School 

ID Allotments Admissions 
ADARSH VIDYALAYA (REGD) 1515122 12 0 

AMAR PREM SCHOOL 1104389 4 0 
ANDHRA EDUCATION SOCIETY 1002302 11 0 

Arya Kumar Convent School 1822254 4 0 
B.A.V. PUBLIC SCHOOL 1104386 6 0 

BAL BHARTI MODEL SCHOOL 1411206 8 0 
CH. RAMPHAL MEMORIAL PUBLIC SCHOOL 1104318 8 0 

D.H.M PUBLIC SECONDARY SCHOOL 1822236 21 0 
DIVYA JYOTI PUBLIC SCHOOL 1104385 10 0 

Divya Public School 1413193 18 0 
EMINENT PUBLIC SCHOOL 1105191 10 0 

Ganga Convent Public School 1104412 3 0 
GANGOTRI PUBLIC SCHOOL 1104392 12 0 

GREEN GARDEN PUBLIC SCHOOL 1104341 11 0 
GREEN GOLD MODEL SCHOOL 1822218 5 0 

Green Vales School 1104410 6 0 
GYANODAYA PUBLIC SCHOOL 1822214 25 0 
HIMALYAN PUBLIC SCHOOL 1104357 1 0 

HOLY HOME PUBLIC SCHOOL 1104307 13 0 
HOLY MOTHERS PUBLIC SCHOOL 1104271 31 0 
INDRAPRASTH PUBLIC SCHOOL 1104314 22 0 

K.R.D International School 1822240 4 0 
KALINDI BAL VIDYALAYA 1104349 6 0 

KAPIL VIDYA MANDIR 1104376 5 0 
KARAN DEEP PUBLIC SCHOOL 1821173 23 0 

KARTURI MODEL SCHOOL 1617150 17 0 
KATHURIA PUBLIC SCHOOL 1720131 10 0 

KRISHNA BHARTI MODEL SCHOOL 14 1104287 10 0 
Laxman Memorial Public School 1104404 1 0 

LAXMAN MODERN PUBLIC SCHOOL 1104387 4 0 
LAXMI MEMORIAL PUBLIC SCHOOL 1104391 2 0 

M.M.A. PUBLIC SCHOOL 1104360 20 0 
M.P.MODEL PUBLIC SCHOOL 1106231 16 0 

Major Shish Ram Memorial Public School. 1822266 25 0 
MANAV CONVENT PUBLIC SCHOOL 1104280 21 0 

Manender Shakti Vidyalaya 1411126 7 0 
Marigold Public School 1310427 9 0 

MATA BALWANT KAUR PUBLIC SCHOOL 1514074 10 0 
MINERVA ACADEMY 1822235 16 0 

Mother Hood Public School 1104478 2 0 
NAVEEN DABOR PUBLIC SCHOOL 1822197 2 0 
NEO EVERGREEN PUBLIC SCHOOL 1104362 2 0 
NEW BAL JYOTI PUBLIC SCHOOL 1105237 12 0 
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NEW CONVENT MODEL PUBLIC SCHOOL 1104374 5 0 
NEW HOLY PUBLIC SCHOOL 1618239 7 0 

New Krishna Model Public School 1821252 2 0 
NEW RURAL DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL 1413227 28 0 

NIHAL SINGH PUBLIC SCHOOL 1617144 23 0 
NITY PUBLIC SCHOOL 1104268 15 0 

NITYANAND MEMORIAL PUBLIC SCHOOL 1104384 3 0 
R.P. Model Public School 1104416 5 0 

Raj Shree International P/S 1104398 3 0 
RAJA PUBLIC SCHOOL 1617200 10 0 

RAM NARESH PUBLIC SCHOOL 1104375 7 0 
RAMAN MODERN PUBLIC SCHOOL 1104329 19 0 

RAO BAL RAM PUBLIC SCHOOL 1822221 25 0 
SARASWATI SIKSHA MANDIR 1618220 13 0 
SAUDAMINI PUBLIC SCHOOL 1617237 16 0 

Shanti Gyan International School 1822243 6 0 
Shikhar Convent Public School 1104411 7 0 

SHISHU BHARATI PUBLIC SCHOOL 1104359 8 0 
SHOKEEN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL 1821258 14 0 

SHRI GURU RAM RAI PUBLIC SCHOOL 1822186 4 0 
St. Mother Teresa Public School 1207241 86 0 

VIJAY DEEP PUBLIC SCHOOL 1104399 4 0 
Vimal Convent Public School 1104414 6 0 

YAMUNA PUBLIC SCHOOL 1104263 18 0 
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Table 5 : Status of data as received from the DoE for the Research 

Question 
     No. 

Date points required* Source for Data 
Point 

Status Date of 
Request 

Date of 
Receipt 

1 

Number of applications by (category) 
1.Gender,

2. EWS/DG,
3. Caste,
4. CWSN

1. DoE
2. All MCDs Received 4 Jan 2018 

10 April 
2018 

Number of applications by geographic 
location(ward) 

1. DoE
2. All MCDs Received 4 Dec 2017 21 Dec 2017 

Number of admissions by (category) 
1.Gender,

2. EWS/DG,
3. Caste,
4. CWSN

1. DoE
2. All MCDs Received 4 Jan 2018 

10 April 
2018 

Number of admissions by geographic 
location(ward) 

1. DoE
2. All MCDs Received 4 Dec 2017 21 Dec 2017 

Phone numbers of 
1. Non Applicants(who started the applications but

did not submit it) 
2. Applicants,

3. Allotted after lottery,
4. Admitted after allotment

Asked but Not 
Received 4 Jan 2018 

2 

School Participation rate 
1. DoE

2. All MCDs
Asked but Not 

Received 4 Jan 2018 

Retention Rate 
1. DoE

2. All MCDs
Asked but Not 

Received 4 Jan 2018 

School Readiness IA Survey Partially Received 4 Dec 2017 

Parent Motivation IA Survey Partially Received 4 Dec 2017 

School Motivation IA Survey Partially Received 4 Dec 2017 

Contact Details 
1. Phone numbers of admitted families

2. Address of admitted families
3. Phone number and address of schools

1. DoE
2. All MCDs

Asked but Not 
Received 4 Jan 2018 

3 

Grievances received by DoE DoE Received 4 Jan 2018 
10 April 

2018 

Grievances received by EDMC EDMC 
Asked but Not 

Received 4 Jan 2018 

Grievances received by SDMC SDMC 
Asked but Not 

Received 4 Jan 2018 

Grievances received by North DMC North DMC 
Asked but Not 

Received 4 Jan 2018 

Phone numbers of: 
1. Lottery winners
2. Lottery losers

3. Admitted
1. DoE

2. All MCDs
Asked but Not 

Received 4 Jan 2018 

Grievances of eligible famiies who did not apply IA Survey Received 

4 Questionares IA Survey Received 
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Table 6: 

Table 7: 

Schools which particpated in 2016-17 but did not participate in 2017-18 
School 

ID School Name Admissions in 2016-17 
1002302 ANDHRA EDUCATION SOCIETY 0 
1514090 GURU HARKRISHAN PUBLIC DSCHOOL. 20 
1516108 GURU TEGH BAHADUR 3RD CENTENARY PUBLIC SCHOOL 26 
1002282 HARVARD ACADEMY 30 
1720131 KATHURIA PUBLIC SCHOOL 0 
1618239 NEW HOLY PUBLIC SCHOOL 0 
1617200 RAJA PUBLIC SCHOOL 0 
1001172 RANI SHARDA VIDYA MANDIR 1 
1411257 RUKMINI DEVI PUBLIC SCHOOL ( Junior Wing of CD Block) 72 
2128134 TAGORE MODERN PUBLIC SCHOOL 9 
1309236 Tagore Modern Public School,BN(West ) ShalimarBagh 12 
1924147 THE WAULDEN SCHOOL 3 

Schools that did not participate in 2016-17 but did in 2017-18 
School 
ID School Name 

Admissions in 2017-
18 

1923376 Cambridge Public School 10 
1822252 Dagar Public School 6 
1002282 Hillwoods Academy 46 
1821284 ITBP School 22 
1821277 N K Bagrodia Global School 45 
1104409 Nav Jeevan Adarsh Pubic School 1 
1411258 Presidium School(2nd Shift) 73 
1821142 Ram Chandra Sanatan Dharam Modern Public School (Sr. Sec.) 16 
1411257 RUKMINI DEVI PUBLIC SCHOOL (Junior Wing of CD Block) 41 
1821278 Shri Ram World School, 51 
1923392 The Foundation School 23 
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Table 8: SDMC Shahdara South Zone schools which did not admit any child in 
2016-17 citing the reason of invalid documents for all the applying children 

School Name 
School 

ID 

Rajdhani Public School 1051411 

DPA Public School 1051386 

Mamta Public School 1051553 

St James Model School 1051412 

Saraswati Vidya Mandir 1051383 

Gargi Public School 1051397 

Chander Public School 1051560 

New Nav Bal Vikas School 1051562 

RS Public School 1051401 

Stepping Stone Public School 1051343 

Bal Bharat Public School 1051308 

Ahimsa Public School 1051347 

Army Foundation 1051321 

Baby Land Public School 1051551 

Modern Happy School 1051380 

New Green Land Public School 1051306 

Spring Field Public School 1051307 

Lovely Public School 1051319 

New Lights Public School 1051402 

Nav Bal Vikas Public School 1051379 

Modern Montesary School 1051396 

Bharat National Public School 1051414 

Gopi Shishu Mandir 1051304 

Shishu Sansar Public School 1051350 

ML Public School 1051316 

Little Stars Public School 1051356 

Dayawati modern Public School 1051334 

Gian Bharti Public School 1051335 

Marconi Public School 1051357 

Bhagat Memorial Public School 1051312 

Ramandeep Vidya Bhawan 1051373 

Prakash Punj Vidya Bhawan 1051331 

International Happy School 1051359 

Dev Shiksha Niketan 1051378 
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